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“Would you tell  me , please , which way I ought

I to go from here?”
“That depends a good deal on where you want

to get to.”
“I don ’t much care where . . . .“

1 “Then it doesn ’t matter which way you go.”
so long as I get somewhere.”

I “flh, you ’re sure to do that , if you only walk
ii ough.”

I
—Conversation between Alice and
the Cheshire Cat
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CHAPTER I

I
INTRODUCTION

I 
__________________________
Purpose and Scope

I 
~~~~~~ The~~~ llo~~~~~paper attempts to fill an existing

substantive gap in the literature of strategic deter-

rence by presenting both theoretical analysis and a

I historical case study of ambiguity in deterrence

threats~~ Many academic and military strategists have

touched ~n the role of ambiguity in threat relation—

ships, but there exists no comprehensive treatment of

the subject.
I

Most s t rategic  commentat ors have t reated

r ambiguity as a readily manipulable tool in the hands

I of decision makers. The implied assumption of the

l i te ra ture  has been that decis ion makers are free to

employ the degree of ambigui ty  that  best sui ts  the i r

I immediate needs. In this sense , ambiguity is an

I independent variable , in that  it is not “ caused” or

Inf luenced by any other fac tor  other than the  free

I choice of pol icy makers . When ambigui ty  is independent

of external  Inf luences , one cannot regard it as a valid

I indicator of anything other than the capriciousness of

II
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I policy makers .

The position of’ this paper Is that to maintain

a balanced and r ea l i s t i c  perspec t ive , It Is qu i t e

I usefu l to conceptualize the degree of amb iguity present

in any given deterrence threat as a depenuent , as well

1 as Independent , variable , I.e., as having causes as

well as effects. When degree of ambiguity is treated

I as a dependent  var iable , It is assumed the p reex i s t ing

J conditions do Indeed have an Influence on It. Once

this assumption is made , the study of ambiguity attains

( both greater theoretical Importance and policy

I 
relevance. If a causal or even correlationa l relation-

ship can be demonstrated between ambiguity and certain

I specific preexisting conditions , then the degree of

ambiguity employed by an adversary in some future

I threat can be used as a valid index of other conditions ,

I 
possibly less accessible to direct scrutiny . Efforts

in this direction have been noticeably lacking in the

I literature of deterrence ambiguity to date.

There ex ists an enduring di sparity between

I deterrence theory and p r ac t i ce .  Classic deterrence

theory holds that couching a threat in ambiguous terms

I serves to detract from credibil ity and hence , effective—

I ness, of the threat. One quickly learns that ambiguity

Is to be eschewed , and that the target of any given

I

— -—- • —-- •-~~~~ - - r , r~~ T _ T r ~~~~~
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I threat will perceive ambiguity as a sign of’ weakness.

Maximum clarity in stating the threat is correlated

with credible and successful deterrenc e outcomes .

Directly conflicting evidence Is presented by the

language of threat In the real world . Virtually all

deterrent threat s are couched In language that Is to

some degree ambiguous. In order to explain the

I disparity between theory and practice , one mus t ~o

I beyond the two—party/one—issue model of deterrence ‘nd

consider each deterrence attempt as imbedded In the

I more general context of ’ International relations. With

E 
the possible excep tion of the most basic Instance of

deterrence of direct attack on one ’s homeland , the

[ means by which a deterring state (source) influences

another (target) to take or avoid a certain course of

I action are dictated by a whole host of considerations ,

I 
some of which may wel l  t ranscend the spec i f i c  Issue of

the moment . The broad range of in te res t s  held by the

I deterring power can act as a moderating influence so as

* to t ransform his deterrence a t tempt  from the theo re t i—

I I cal ly ideal posture of maximum c l a r i t y  to one of some

degree of ambiguity.

I The heretofore  t h e o re t i c a l l y  unexp la ined

I existence of ambiguity In actual deterrence threats is

a powerful argument for the inadequacy of presen t

L
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1
I deterrence theory . Incorpora t ion  of the concept of

I 
subs id iary  mot ives  (as def ined below)  Into the classic

deterrence model may be an important first step in

I closing the gap between theory and practice. In

effect , deterrence theory has been highly normative ,

I rather than descriptIve , in nature, and has enjoyed a

I 
degree of autonomy from the contex t of general inter-

national relations that may not be justified .

I The chronological scope of the paper Is limited

to the postwar era. Most theorists concur that the

I advent of nuclear weapons and efficient and reliable

I 
means of delivery have qualitatively changed the

character of military deterrence. Deterrence as a

I psychological tool to preserve state interests is not a

new concept, but the ability to “threaten vast damage

I and paIn while leaving opposing military forces

intact” is.1

1Alexander L. George and Richard Smoke , Deter—

I rence In American Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice
(New York : Columbia University Press, 1974), p. 21;
Bernard Brodie , Strategy in the Missi le  Age (Pr ince ton ,

I New Jersey : Princeton University Press, 1959), p. 271;
David C. Schwartz , “Decision Making in Historical and
Simulated Crises ,” in International Crises: Insights
From Behavioral Researc h, ed. Charles F. Hermann (New

I York: Free Press , l97~T, p. 171, for typical argumentsIn favor of 19~45 as the logical s tar t ing point for
modern theories of deterrence. A dissenting voice

I belongs to George H. Quester, who holds that “We are
not so alone in the ‘balance of terror ’ problem that we
face, or so original in our solut ions to I t . ” See

I
I , - - ,... -~~~~~~~~~--- -
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I The focus of’ the paper is the concept of

E 
strategic deterrence and not its implementation within

the context  of American foreign policy. Examples of

I American at tempt s to exercise the  pol icy of deterrence

are freely used for Illustrat ive purposes, but

I hypotheses that are generated and conclusions reached

will  refer  to the specific policies of no particular

I country, but to the theoretical concept of deterrence

I i t se l f .

Organization

I 
The paper Is divided Into f ive  chapters , of

which this introduction is the first . The chapter on

— I methodology Is broader In scope than if It were merely

a justification for the approach used in this paper.

I It presents a comparative analysis of the relative

I 
strengths and weaknesses of’ the qualitative and quant i-

tative approaches to the empirical study of deterrence

I and reviews significant examples of each approach. In

the third chapter an attempt Is made to assemble the

I major theoretical notions concerning deterrence

I 
ambiguity. Applicable research from social psychology

George H. Quester , Dcter’rence Before Hiroshima: The
Airpower Background of Modern Strategy (New York: JohnJ Wiley & Sons, 1966), pp. 1—5.

I
I
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I and game theory is Included to supplement the wri t ings

of academic and military strategists.

I The four th  chapter consists of a his tor ical

I study of Soviet threat s directed toward s Britain ,

France , and Israel dur ing the 1956 Suez Cris is .  This

I particular crisis was selected as the subject of the

case study for a number of reasons . Suez was a postwar

crisis of limited and definable duration Involving both

I superpowers and medium powers. In keeping with the

focus of the paper on deterrence rather than American

I foreign policy, the case centers on nuclear threats by

E 
the Soviet Union and how other countries perceived and

reacted to them . American perceptlàns and actions

I played a key role in determining the outcome of the

crisis, but American power was projected primarily by

F diplomatic and economic , rather than military , means.

I 
Soviet actions during the crisis were In fact dictated

as much or more by subsidiary mot ives as by a genuine

I desire to deter by military threat the continuance of

British and French military operations against Nasser ’s

I - Egypt. Soviet threats were ambiguous , may or may not

have realistically reflected actual military capabill—

ties, and may or may not have reflected the level of

I force to which Soviet decision makers were prepared to

resort in the event of’ noncompliance. While British ,

1
i i
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I French, Israeli, and AmeriLan actions in the Suez Crisis

I 
have been extensively analyzed , aided In no small part

by published memoirs of many of the key participant s,

I the truth concerning Soviet perceptions , aims , capa-

bilities , and actions remains elusive. Thus, selection

I of Soviet threats in the Suez Crisis as the sole case

study incorporated within the paper is justIfied on

grounds of historical as well as theoretical Interest .

I The final chapter includes a discussion of both

substantive conc lusions and theoretical hypotheses

I generated by the Suez Crisis study . Finally, an

alternative to the two—party/one—issue model of

deterrenc e is presented .

Definitions and CrItical Distinctions

I Specialized terms requiring definition are

discussed below.

I 
Demand and sanct ion.  Every contingent threat

is comprised of two components , demand and sanction .
2

The demand defines the behavior that the source wishes

I 
2The present paper Is concerned only with con-

tingent threats , which may be expressed In the form ,
“If you do X (or not X), then I will do Y.” A noncon—
tlngent threat Is expressed In the form, “I will do X.”

I See James T. Tedeschl, “Threats and Promises ,” in The
U Structure of’ Conflict, ed. Paul Swingle (New York :

Academic Press, 1970), p. 160.

I
I .
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I to elicit from the target . In order to avoid confusion

concerning the distinction between deterrent and

I compellent  th rea ts , usage in th i s  paper always assumes

I the source wishes the demand to be fulfilled . This In

no way prevents  the de f in i t i on  of’ any given demand as

I abstention from a course of’ action the target might

otherwise wish to undertake . For instance , the demand

I each of the superpowers makes of the other in the

I basic nuclear deterrence relationship is abstention

from a t t ack ing .  The s an c t i on  is the threatened penalty

I tha t  wil l  be imposed by the source if the target falls

I
to fulfill the demand . Of utmost importance is the

fact that a threat may Incorporate different degrees of

ambiguity In each component .3

I 
Threat and warning . The essential difference

between a threat and a warning is that the communicator

I of a threat also controls the means of imposing the

sanction, while the communicator of a warning is merely

~ I pointing out the natural and Inevitable consequences of

I the target’s failure to comply with the specified

demand .14 WarnIngs are simpler and theoretically more

3Glenn H. Snyder , “Crisis Bargaining,” In
International Crises, p. 2148.

I 1
~Fred C. Ikie, How Nations Negotiate (New York :Harper & Row , 1964), p. 62.

I
- - ~~~~~~~~~~~
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1
I powerful than threats , since the target has no recourse

against a “messenger ,” whereas he may be able to employ

I any number of tactics to dissuade a threatener from

carrying through with a specified sanction.5

Deterrence and defense. Deterrence and defense

are two distinguishable strategies that may be employed

I In order to  protect  an interest . Deterrence is an

attempt to elicit a desired behavior from a second

I party through cognitive means , i.e., the communication

-f of Intent to punish, retaliate, or militarily defend

the threatened interest (thereby imposIng costs on the
‘ I target). Defense, on the other hand , is the purely

physica l  protect ion of an interest  by means of armed

I force. Deterrence is often employed in order to stave

off recourse to military action , while defense is

rarely utilized unaccompanied or unpreceded by at least

a minimal attempt to deter. The level of physical

violence threatened in a given deterrent attempt may or

~ I may not be proportional to the value placed by the

source on the interest that Is threatened .6

5”Deterrenc e theorists often advocate that a

I volitional deterrent force be converted into an auto-
matic trlpwire retaliatory device , that is that a threat
be converted into a warning.” See Tedeschi , p. 161.

I 6For more thoughts on the distinction between
deterrence and defense, see John R. Raser and Wayman J.

I
II
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I Ambiguity and clarity . Ambiguity In a given

communication is defined as the perception of uncertain—

I t y by the target as to the mean ing inten ded by the

source. Absolute ambiguity and absolute clarity are at

opposite ends of’ a continuum , and they thus differ In

1 terms of degree rather than kind .7

There are generally acknowledged to be two levels

I of ambiguity:

There are two questions with which we are (or
at least shoul d be) concerne d in any co gnit ive
enterprise: “What do we man by the words or
symbols we use?” and “How do we know what we

I assert In these t~ rms is true (or confirmed
to some degree)?”°

I The two levels of ambiguIt y are labele d the

seman tic and in te rpre ta t ive  levels. Semantic ambigui ty

f may be purposefully induced , but in cross-cultural

I 
communications , it often appears inadver tent ly . In one

of their publ ic  signals to the United States , North

I Vietnam used a word that was ambiguous on the first , or

semant ic , level. The United States , thus , did not know

Crow , “A Simulation Study of Deterrence Theories ,” in
Social Processes in International Relations, ed. Louis
Kriesberg (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968), p. 372.

7See David A. Baldwin , “Thinking About Threats ,”

I Journal of Conf l i c t  Reso lu t ion  15 (March 197 1) : 75.
8Herbert Feigi, “Operatlonism and Scientific

Method ,” in ReadIngs in Philosophical Analysis , eds.

I Herbert Feigl and Wllfrid Sellars (New York: Appleton—
Century—Crofts, 19149), p. 1498.

I
I

_______
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I whe ther it ha d to “accept ” or merely “recogn ize ”

Hano i ’s position on a particular point .9

Semantic ambiguities may be an indicator of

I more basic disparities between two cultures:

One of the difficulties of’ Soviet—Russian

I vocabulary is that the word “comp rom ise ” is
not of native origin and carries with it no
favorable empathy. It is habitually used only
In combination with the adjective “putrid. ”

I “Compromise for the sake of getting on with
the job” Is natural to American and British
people , but It is alien to the Bolshevist
way of thinking . . . . To give up a demand
once presented , even a very minor or’ formal-
is t ic  point , makes a Bolshev i s t—tra ined

I negotiator feel that he is losing control of’
his own will and is becoming subject to an
alien will. Therefore any point which has
finally to be abandoned must be given up only

I after a most terrific struggle. The Soviet
negotiator  must  f i r s t  prove to h imse l f  and
his superiors that he is up against an Immov—

I able force. Only then is he justIfied in
abandoning a point which plainly cannot be
gained and in moving on to the next Item ,

I which will then be dç~ated In an equally
bitter tug of wills.~~”

I 
Edwin Fedder minimizes the actual effect of

semantic ambiguity on negotiations , noting that in

I prolonged face—to—face exchanges , uncer ta inty ov er

I 
9David Kraslow and Stuart  H.  Loor y , The Secret

Search for Peace in Vietnam , cited by Robert Jervis ,
The Logic of Ima ges in In terna tiona l Relat ions
(Prince ton , New Jersey: Princeton University Press ,

1 1970), p. 267.

10Ph ilip Mose ly,  The Kremlin and World Politics,

I cited by Edwin H. Fedder, “Communication and American—
Soviet Negotiating Behavior,” Background 8 ( August
196 14) : 109— 10.

I
I
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( mean ing of terms may necessi t a t e  noth ing  more drast ic

than excess verbiage to ensure tha t all par ties are of

I similar understanding . However, in a t hreat s ituat ion

in wh ich messa ges between partIes in a cr isis are

l ikely to be formal , limited , and Impersonally

I delivered , the possibility of extended discussion of

small points Is removed. Semantic ambiguity may go

I unresolved and have a greater effect than it would In a

i negotiation context .

Be tha t as It may , the primary focu s of the

I paper will be on the second , or interpretat ive level,

of ambiguity. In actual practice, it Is at this second ,

I more so phist icated , level that deliberate ambiguities

I are most often introduced into international communica-

tions.

Objective and subjective ambiguity . Objective

I ambiguity Is a term that describes the extent to which

the threat source is himself uncerta in as to what

~ I constitutes defiance of his deterrence attempt (objec—

tively ambiguous demand) or what actions he wIll take

If the demand is not fulfilled (objectively ambiguous

1 sanctIon). Objective ambiguity is not synonymous with

bluffing; as shall be demonstrated In Chapter III under

I the heading of “Determinants of Ambiguity,” there are

1I
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often pressures and considerations beyond the source ’s

control t hat create som e level of objec tive ambiguity

in nearly every threat  s i t ua t i on .

F Subjective ambiguity is the degree of ambiguity

perceived by the target . It differs from objective

ambiguity to the extent that the target ’s perceptions

are af fec ted by ecolo gical var iab les outs ide the threa t

system . The target accepts the communication of a

threat as a stimulus to be interpreted with respect to

the se t of all Informat ion , values , attitudes , and

prejudices already on hand . Incoming information will

usually be Interpreted in a manner that does not

contra di ct the alrea dy ex ist ing bel ief sys tem of t he

target ’s decis ion makers . Ex presse d differ ently, the

cognitive thresho ld that incoming conflicting informa—

t ion must surmount in order to be accepted or objec-

tively interpreted Is much higher than the negligible

D resistance against acceptance of information that is

consistent with previously held belief’s)1

— ~~The most forceful empirical demons trat ion of
this fact is provided by Ole R. Holsti , “The Belief
System and National Images ,” Journal of Conflict Resolu-
tlon 6 (September 1962): 214)4_52. Holstl performed
content analysis on all of John Foster Dulles ’ publicly
available statements as Secretary of State and found
that Dulles Interpreted all Incoming information con—
cerning Soviet military or diplomatic moves in a manner
that would not counter his “inherent bad faith” model
of the Soviet leadership.

1
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1 Separation of o b j e c t i v e  and subj ec t ive  ambigui ty

reveals a basic reliance on the phenomenologlcal , or

I perceptual , approach to explaining men ’s actions .

I Kenneth Bouldi ng captures the essence of the perceptual

approach in the following passage :

I We must recognize that the people whose decisions
determine the policies and actions of nations do
not respond to the “objective” facts of the sit—

I uation , whatever that may mean , but to their
“image ” of the s i t ua t ion .  It is what we th ink
the world is like, not what i~ is really like ,

I that determines our behavior. 2

Adopt ion of a perceptua l frame of ref eren ce for

I the study of deterrence ambiguity is mandatory , as

perception provides the “media by which external

I conditions and factors are translated into a policy

I decision. ”13 Singer notes that Inquiry into explanation

and causality without reference to “the cognitive and

I the perceptual linkage would be ontologically

disastrous.

12Kenneth E. Bouldlng , “National Images and

I International Systems ,” Journal of’ Conflict Resolution
3 (June 1959): 120. Additionally , “The significance
of a threat lies wholly in the way it is perceived by

I the parties.” See Kenneth E. Boulding, Conflict and
Defense; A General Theory (New York: Harper & Row ,
1962), p. 253.

I ‘3J. David Singer , “The Level—of—Analysis
Problem in In ternat ional  Rela t ions , ” in The I ter ation-
al System; Theoret ical  Essays,  eds. Klaus Knorr and

I Sidney Verba (Princeton , New Jersey: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1961), p. 87.

l4IbId For a schematic model of the mediated

I
I

- -
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Signals and ind ices .  Robert  Jervis has cate-

gorized international communications as either signals

or indices. A signal is a communication issued for the

primary reason of’ Influencing the receiver ’s image of

the sender. Signals can be readily used for deception ,

as they do not Incorporate their own evidence that the

sender will live up to them . Indices are statement s or

actions that “carry some inherent evidence that the

Image projected is correct because they are believed to

be inextr icably linked to the actor ’s capabilities or

intentions .” Indices are considered to have great

predictive value since they are assumed to be beyond

“the ability of the actor to control for the purpose of

projecting a misleading image. ”15 Exam ples of signals

are public statements , willingness to engage in cultural

9 exchanges , and certain types of military maneuvers .

Indices may include overheard or intercepted private

messages or any statement tha t the listener fee ls is not

meant to inf luence  him , but Instead is aimed at some

other audience that the speaker “was no t ab le , would

s t imulus—response  model , see Ole R. Holsti , Richard A.
Brody,  and Robert C. North , “The Management of Inter—
national Crises: Affect and Action in American—Soviet
Relations ,” in Theory and Research on the Causes of
War , eds. Dean G. Prultt and Richard C. Snyder (Engle—
wood Cliffs , New Jersey : Prent ice—Hall , 1969), p. 68 .

I I 15Jerv is, pp. 18—19.

—
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I not wan t , or could not afford to deceive.~~~
6 Ac tions

I 
and verbal behavior may be either signals or indices ,

though as a general rule , verbal behavior is most often

I In the realm of signals , while production and budgeting

decisions , large—scale military deployments , and other

I actions are most often Indices . A rule of thumb is

I 
that behavior that is reversible only at great cost to

the actor can be interpreted as an index. Since the

I power of a deterren t t hreat man ifests Itself thr ough

the target ’s cognitive processes , the distinction

I between signal and Index becomes key. The source ’s

F 
task is to express his deterrent threat in such a

manner as to have it perceived as a val id index of a

I level of resolve or commitment that already exists.

Deterrent threats unaccompanied by reinforcing

[ behavioral evidence are often perceived merely as

I 
signals , thereby having reduced power to Influence the

target.

I Autonomous probability . Autonomous probability

is the “probability that an even t will occur no ma tter
I what we consciously do about i t . ”17 Repeated apparent

l6lbid ., p. 35.

I 
17Ph ilip Green , Dead ly Log ic: The Theory of

Nuclear  Deterrence (Columbus :  Ohio State Unive r s i ty
Press , 1966), p. 115.

I
I
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I successfu l applications of’ deterrence have ascribed to

I 
the strategy more potency than may be warranted .

Deterrence Is often a matter of trying to get the

I target to do sGrnething he is quite likely to do anyway ,

e.g., ref ra in from murder , ra pe , or nuclear attack. 18

( Baldwin takes issue with the distinction that

Is commonly made between deterrent and compellent

I threat s, arguing that a more useful distinction would

‘ 
be based on the autonomous probability that the demand

would be fulfilled in the absence of a threat .

I Baldwin ’s argument is compelling, since the usefulness

of the deterrent—compellent dichotomy is based upon the

I assumption that compellent threats , a priori , are

I attempts to bring about a less probable outcome than

deterrent threats. Defining deterrence demand s in

I terms of autonomous probability places limits on the

applicability of a deterrence strategy and provides a

I logical basis by which  to evaluate  deterrence ou tcomes .

I Even the most intense and credible threats may
not stop people from sneezing ; nor might they
stop social revolutions In Asia or Africa. .

No threat can stop men from breathing. The

I strength of autonomous motivation may influence
perceptions as well as acts. The more strongly
people are motivated to act in a certain way ,

I the more they are apt to disbelieve the m~~t“credible” threats designed to stop them . ~

I l8Baldwin , p. 76.
19Xarl W. Deutsch , The Nerves of Government

II
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I Subsidiary motives. This term is original with

I 
thi s paper and refers  to all those motives of a threat

other than th e ostensive one of influenc ing the target

I to fulfill the demand . The existence of subsidiary

mot ives introdu ces comp licat ions into the deterrence

I syllogism that are not adequately handled by the

classic two—party/one—issue model of deterrence. One

I of the major fac tors influenc ing the select ion of the

I Suez Crisis as the case study for the paper was the

ex istence of a plet hora of su bsidiary mot ivat ions f or

I the Russian threats that were made. On the fact of It ,

I 
a case can be made for at least a correlat ional, if not

causal , relationship between existence of subsIdiary

I motives and degree of ambiguity incorporated into

resultant deterrent threats. This relationship will be

I explored historically in the case study and analytically

in the final chapter.

: 1
( New York : The Free Press of G lencoe , 1963), p. 70.

1
I
I
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CHAPTER II

- I
METHODOLOGY: THE PROBLEM OF INFUSING EMPIRICAL

DATA INTO STUDIES OF DETERRENCE

I Contending Approaches

I Aca d emic strategic analysis came into its own

in the United States In the late 1950s arid early

1 l960s,~ and t he character of that analys is took its

I 
lead from t he na ture of American deterrence pol icy

prevalent at that  t ime. Thus , analysis tended to be

I highly a priori , deduc tlvis t, and overwhelm ingly

concerned with Type I Deterrence, or deterrence of

I direct attack.2 Such analysis was often astute , well—

informed , and original, but nonet heless lack ing in an

empirical basis for the theoretical formulations that

I were presented . In all fairness to the seminal writers

on deterrence, there was good reason for this: empiri—

I cal data on the decision—making proce~~ in the context

of Type I -Deterrence was just not available.

‘See for instance Herman Kahn , On Thermonuclear

I War (Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1960);
Brodie, Strategy in the Missile Age; and Thomas C.
Schelling, The Strateg.y of Conflict (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1960).

2Kahn , p. 126.

I
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I Later In the 1960s, af ter  the Cuban miss ile

crisis and after the two superpowers became effectively

I stalemated in terms of Type I Deterrence , both policy

makers and academic strategists began applying the

concept of deterrence to lower levels of conflict , with

I two major ImplicatIons . First , in the rea] ~orld , the

exerc ise of deterrence became complicated in a hurry

I as the distinction between pure milItary threat and

I 
day—to—day political bargaining and negotiation became

b lurred , making it increasingly difficult to apply

I cleanly the developed deductivist theory of deterrence.

This difficulty was reflected in the academic litera—

I ture. Second , the need for an empir ical bas is for

I 
deterrence theory became painfully apparent . The

conceptual expansion of deterrence Into the area of

I limited conflict now made available to analysts just

the sort of data required to fulfill the need . Bruce

I Russett ’s pioneering article , “The Calculus of

Deterrenc e,”3 was an ear ly e f for t  to infuse  empirical

data into deterrence analysis. Though the article was

I certainly not without its faults, it demonstrated that

systematic empirical studies of deterrence were possible

I and could yield fruitful information .

I 3Bruce M. Russett , “The Calculus of Deterrence,”
Journal of ’ Conflict Resolution 7 (June 1963): 97—109.

II
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I The revolu t ion  in de ter rence  l i t e r a t u r e  was

unable to escape from the broad cont roversy  raging

I within the social sciences as to the relative merits

of traditionalism versus scientism. Within the field

of’ int~°rrtational relations in general and deterrence

I studies in particular , two schools of thought can be

discerned , roughly divided into advocates of the

I statistiáal—correlative approach4 and advocat es of the

I 
qualitative case study approach. The proponents of

• both approaches agree in principle on the need for

I empir icism , bu t af ter  that  in itial agreement , their

views diverge on how to go about fulfilling that need .

I The more quantification minded empiricists tend

I toward superf icial  examinat ion of a large number of

cases in an e f fo r t  to iden t i fy  enduring pat terns .

I Stat is t ical  tests  are performed .on a typ ica l ly  small

number of variables in order to iden t i fy  correlations.

I The major dependent var iab le is often deterrence

success or fa ilure , operationalized in various ways

that are often incons istent from stud y to study .

I The more traditionally minded empiricists tend

toward in—depth comparative analysis of a small number

I of cases, often only one or two. This approach , wh ile

14The term Is borrowed from George and Smoke,
p. 90.

I
I.

I I
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I still theory—oriented , by Its very na ture  tend s to

emphasize the  h i s t o r i c a l  un iqueness  of each case and to

I consider e x p l i c i t l y  the role of personal i ty  var iables .

i The pattern of recent deterrence research has

indicated that a sort of synthesis of the two schools

I of thou ght may be for thcoming . Comprom ise research

strategies seem to be increasingly effective In taking

I good advant age of the favorable aspects , while mini—

I 
mizlng the limitations , of each approach. The thesis

of this chapter Is that either approach Is inadequate

by itself because of the particular methodological

problems posed by the subjec t  mat ter  of deterrence.

I Therefore , the most valua b le studi es w ill incor porat e

I either an iterative research strategy or one involving

an amalgam of the two contending approaches.

I Sidney Verba ex pressed t h e  essent ial  task of

L all comparative research as “the search for simple rules

I to ex p la in complex phenomena under condi t ions  where

there are few cases. ”5 The par t icular  problems of

deterrence research seem to conform to that statement .

I At least four difficulties in deterrence research with

methodological implications can be readily Identified :

I (1) the relative Impossibility of directly observing

4 1 5Sldney Verba, “Some Dilemmas In Comparative
Research,” World Politics 20 (October 1967): 114.

I

I!
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I the behavior In question , i . e . ,  systematic and

I 
scient if ica lly controlled observa tion of nat iona l

dec ision ma kers making judgmen ts in deterrence and/or

I crisis  c o n t e x t ;  ( 2 )  ex i s tence  of mu l t i p l e  variables ,

including elusive ones concerned with personality and

I group psychology ; ( 3 )  exist’~nce of a statist ically

insignificant number of cases from which it is next to

impossible to draw any sort of a random sample and yet

I retain validity; and (Li ) demand for policy relevant

research conc lu sions , which tend s to put a premium on

I’ explanation , prediction , and causality--the very sort

I 
of result the first three stumbling blocks make most

difficult to attain.

I Arend Lijphart identifies three essential

research strategies available to the social sciences.

I In descending order of desirability , they are the

I 
experimental , statistical , and comparative methods.6

In the experimental method , the experimental group is

I exposed to a st imulus wh ile the control group is not .

The two groups are compared and any difference is

- I attributed to the stimulus. The Impossibility of

direct observation and scientific control rule out this

6Arend Lijphart , “Comparative Politics and the

I Comparative Method ,” American Political Science Review
65 (September 197 1) : 683—iL

: 1
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I method for deterrenc e researchers.7 The statistical

I 
method is defined as “conceptual (mathematical) manipu—

lation of empirically observed data-—which cannot be

manipulated situationally as in experimental design .”

The element of control is introduced mathemat ically .

I The logic of the comparative method Is the same as that

of the Ideal exper imenta l  method . The researcher in

essenc e Is force d Into the comparative method in lieu

I of the statistical method due to the limited number of

available cases; the population from which a statistical

I samp le mus t be drawn is too small to ensure adequate

mathematical control. 8

i I
1 7Small group s imula t ion  and soc ia l—psychologica l

I laboratory research are a t tempts  to get around this
problem . In so doing , these method s raise equally grave
epistemological questions and controversy concerning

I 
the validity of attempts to generalize conclusions ,
i . e . ,  to apply laboratory f ind ings  to the  broader con-
text of international relations. A fuller discussion

- 

I 
of these prob lems will be found in the next chapter.

t similar typology of research strategies is
presented by J. David Singer, “Theorists and Empiri-
cIsts: The Two—Culture Problem in International
Polit ics ,” in The Analysis of International Politics,
eds. James N. Rosenau , Vincent Davis, and Maurice A.

I East (New York: Free Press , 1972), pp. 89—95. The
laboratory experiment is characterized by high degree
of manipulability of variables, resulting in relative

I 
ease of control. In the field experiment , the re-
searcher gains in realism what he loses in ability to
control; the method involves waiting until conditions
In the real world are correct for his experiment or

I persuading decision makers to act in accordance with
his design. The ex post facto or historical experiment

I
I

~~~~ •
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I The nature of the subjec t matter and real world

constra ints , not the philosophical predisposition of

I the researc her , should determine the appropriat e

I 
research strategy for any given inquiry . This point

is often overlooked in the polemical debate between the

I traditionalIsts and scientists.9 David Vital laments

the fact that proponents of the scientific approach

I often concern themselves with “marginalia ,” presuma b ly

because their methods lead them to these topics.’°
In any given research inquiry , every effort

I should be made to construct a valid design conforming

as much as possible to the experimental method . When

I real world constraints act so as to make the ideal

I 
design impossible , then resort to stat ist ical or com-

parative designs is justified .

I On the face of it , statistical—correlative

method s appear to have two great strengths v i s—~ —vis

qualitative case study methods. First , they seem to

is the weakest of the three , depending as it does on
analytical control by the researcher.

9Two typically partisan essays are Hedley Bull ,
“International Theory : The Case for a Classical
Approach,” World Politics 18 (AprIl 1966): 361—77 , and

~ I 
In reply, Morton A. Kaplan , “The New Great Debate:
Traditionalism vs. Science in International Relations ,”
World Politics 19 (October 1966): 1—20.

I ~
0David Vital, “On Approaches to the Study of’

International Relations ; Or, Back to Machiavelli ,”
World PolItics 19 (July 1967): 554 .
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I have a greater potential for cumulability, and second ,

results gained from sta tistical methods have cla im to

I great validity associated with rigorous sampling

I 
techniques and statistical tests.

The problem of cumulability is a central one to

f all foreign policy research. If the efforts of the

various researchers in the field cannot be coordinated

I and related to one another, then clearly there can be

I 
no progress In the discipline. The goal of cumulability

is a powerful argument often used to justify the use

I of statistical methods. Rosenau notes that “case

histories and broad assessments neither test nor yield

I hypotheses , so their conclus ions cannot be p lac ed in a

I 
larger contex t .~~U It is true that statistical methods

by their very nature Incorporate operationallzed

I variables and rigorously tested hypotheses , but in

actuality, knowledge gained from statistical designs

I has been no more cumulab le or cumulated than knowledge

I from qualitative designs . The essential reason for

this is lack of consistency between researchers in the

I definition of basic concepts; researchers often use the

same words to identify concepts , but their findings are

I not cumulable because of basic differences in the way

I 11James N. Roseriau, The Scientific Study of ’
Forelgn Policy (New York : Fxëe Fress, 1971), p. 2b .

II
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I concepts are operationalized .

I 
If statistical—correlative designs have not

lived up to their theoretical potential for cumula—

I bility, then the proponents of qualitative methods

have an even greater problem; not only has it been

I difficult to relate one study to another , but until

I 
recent ly there was little effort to systematically

relate cases within one multiple—case design . This

I has been so because the single—case study has tended to

dominate the field. Invariably , users of the single—

I case method have been historically oriented in their

I 
research focus. The primary motivation for undertaking

a given researc h prob lem of ten has been to det ermine

I what happened and why in the particular instance ,

wit h lit t le or no concern for applying t he knowledge

I thus gained to a broader context or to theory con—

I 
struc tion. In contrast , qualitative research Into

deterrenc e cases has lately tended to regard the

I accumula tion of historical data not as end in itse lf ,

but as evidence with relevance for theory construction

I beyond the case or cases of that particular study .

I 
The focus of the researcher thus determines whether a

research effort is scientific or merely systematic)2

~
2Rosenau makes the distinction as follows :

“. . . a scientific consciousness Involves an automatic
I
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I The statistical—correlative approach enjoys prima fad e

scientific status , not because of the use of numbers ,

I but because the method by definition implies the

stat istic al compar ison of a sample f r om some homo-

geneously defined population ; that conclusions gained

I from examining the sample are applied to the more

general population is part and parce l of the met hod .

I Such “automat ic ” generalization of results is not a

I 
definitional characteristic of the case study approach.

Indeed , It takes considerable effort and discipline to

I make valId generalizations from a case study, since the

typical inclusion of a plethora of human and historical

I factors presents a powerful argument for the histori-

ca lly unique rather than the theoretically general.

The need for discipline in the quest to upgrade

I the case study approach to sc ient if ic status has been

recognized by several prominent political sc ient ists.

I Verba cal].s for a “disciplined configurative” approach

tendency to as k, ‘of what larger pattern Is this
behavior an instance?’ Because It treats every observa-
tion as an instance of a more general class of events ,

I a scient ific consc iousness also impels speculat ion
- 

about the conditions under which the observed behavior
would not have occurred or would have occurred in a

I different form . . . . Systematic  but nonsc i en t i f i c
analysis, on the other hand , does not give rise to con-
sideration of the ways in which changing conditions
might foster varying behavior. . . . The search is not

I for a larger pattern , but for Inherent meaning .” See
Rosenau , p. 31.

I
I
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I in which the unique historical event is not ignored ,

but Is treated as “one of a class of suc h events even

I If it happened only once. . . . Explanations may be

I 
tailored to the specific case , but  the y must be ma de of

the same material and follow the same rules for

I tailoring .”13

At this point , it is desirable to “empirically

I ground” the present discussion by examinIng some of the

methodologically Important research designs in the

I l i t e r a tu re  of deterrence.  Methodology is the primary

I concern , but substantive results will be identified

when they are of particular interest or of an unexpected

I nature. The reader shou ld rema in consc ious of the four

subject—Induced research problems (impossibility of

I direct observat ion , existence of multiple variables ,

I few number of cases avallabl..., and pressure for policy

relevance) and three discip l ine—induced pressures

I (cumulability of research find ings , scientific validity

~ of’ results , and relevance to theory construc ti o n) .

13
~erba, pp. 114—15. George and Smoke ’s focused

I comparison is a recent contribution to scientific case
s tudy methodology tha t  consciously bui lds  upon Verba ’s
analys is .  See George and~~~oke , pp. 94 —97.  See also

I - 
Harol d Gue tzkow , “The Potential of Case Study in
Analyzing International Conflict ,” World Politics 14
(April 1962): 5’48—52.

I
I
I
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I Significant StatIstical—Correlative Designs

Bruce Russ ett ’s “The Calculus of Deterrence” was

a landmark attempt to apply statistical methods to

I deterrence research.  Six independent variables  were

examined r e la t ive  to the dependent var iable  of

I deterrence outcome (dichotomized as success or failure)

U to determine what makes a threat credible. The three

un its of anal ysis Incor pora ted were at tac ker (a ctuall y

I threa tene r) ,  defender , and pawn . The seventeen

deterrence Instances examined conformed to the pattern

I of an attacker threaten ing a pawn , to which the defender

I “either had given, prior to the crisis , some indica-

tion of an Intent to protect the pawn or made a corn—

I mitment in time to prevent the threatened attack.~? 1LI

The inc lusive time frame was 1935—1961 , so the theoreti—

I cally important distinction betw~een nuclear and non—

I nuclear deterrence was not made. Of the six independent

variables (existence of formal promise to defend ;

I strategic superiority of defender; local superiority of

defender; ty pe of polit ical system; pawn GNP as

I percen tage of de fen der ’s; and economic , polItical , and

I military interdependence of pawn and defender), on ly t he

last proved to be statistically correlated with

ll4
Russett , p. 98.

I
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deterrence success. Russett concluded , the re fore, that

I “strengthening these bond s Is, in e f f e c t , a strategy of

raising the credibility of deterrence by increasing the

( loss one would suffer by not fulfilling a pledge .”15

I 
Clinton Fink , in a critique of Russett’s

article , correctly pointed out that deterrence effec—

I t iveness is a behav ioral out come , which was measured in

the design, while c~redibI1Ity is a cognitive reaction

I of the  a t tacker, and was unaddressed in the research)6

I 
More sophisticated research has extensively explored

the link between the cognitive perceptions of decision

I makers and their observable behavior)7 Russet t

himself underwent a change of heart conc 1~rn ing  the

I relative meri ts  of a pure ly corre lative t reatment

I 
vis—à—vls the Intensive case study method . In “The

Calcu lus of Deterrence ” Russett .maintainecl that “a

I 151b1d., p. 107.

I 
l6ClInton F. Fink, “More Calculations About

Deterrence ,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 9 (March
1965): 57.

17Typical of the literature are Holsti , “The
Belief System and Nat ional Images : A Case Study ” ;
Robert Jervis , “Hypotheses on Misperception ,” World

I PolitIcs 20 (April 1968): 11514_9; also Dm a  A. Zlnnes ,
Robert C. North , and Howard E. Koch , Jr., “Capability,
Threa t , an d the Outbreak of War ,” in Internationai
Politics and Foreign Poliqy, ed. James N. Rosenau (New

- - I York:  Free Pre ss , 1961), pp. 1169~77.

I
I
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systemat ic com par ison , undertaken cautiously, can

provide certain insight s that would escape an emphasis

on the historical uniqueness of each case.~
t18 In a

I later work he alluded to the fact that he had made two

substantial and unjustified “inferentIal leaps.”

I One Is from the existence of such bonds between
defender and pawn to their perception by the

I declsionmakers of the potential attack , and
the second is from their perc eption to their
ent ry m a  sIgnificant way into the calcula-
tions of those who are deciding whether or

I not to press the attack. We are precisely in
the middle of the old problem of confounding
correlation with causation; the mere presence

I of the bonds does not prove that they influ-
enced t he outcome . . . . We must move from the
examination of many cases to the study In depth

I of one or more particular instances to discover
whet her these factors rea lly were observed by
the decisionmakers and what importance they

I 
took on.19

In his earl ier stu dy , there seems to be sub—

[ stantial evidence that he did not observe his own

warning to undertake the research “caut iously. ”

I Specifically at issue is his coding of the 1956 Suez

I 
CrIsis as an instance of deterrenc e suc cess for th e

defender , the Soviet Un ion , against the threatened

I (continued ) attack by Britain and France on Egypt .

While it is true that the Soviet Union commvnicated the

l8Russett , p. 100.

I 19Bruce M. Russet t , “Pearl Harbor : Deterrence
Theory and Decision Theory ,” Journal of Peace Research
2 (1967): 914.

I
- I
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U only military threat against Britain and France , It Is

a gross misreading of history to assume that the Soviet

threat caused the British and French withdrawal.

Similarly , the United States was coded as an unsuccess—

ful defender of Hungary against the Soviet Union in the

I 1956 invasion. In actuality, the United States only

engaged in a rhetorical attempt to deter the Soviet

Union from taking mi l i t a ry  action in Hungary .2° The

I salient point is that  use of s t a t i s t i ca l—cor re l a t ive

methods does not absolve the researcher from errors in

I qualitative analysis. Historical—analytical judgments

I 
must be made in coding data , operationalizing variables ,

and defining terms prior to the first number being

I tabulated . In a sense, the quantitative researcher has

an even greabez’~ .re~ponsibIl ity for making accurate

I -

historical jiiUgrnents, since those judgments tend to be

hidden and subsidiary to the main body of the report .

The qualitative analyst regards these judgments as the

~
- ‘ 1 crux of his effort, and they are exposed in a prominent

I 
place and subject to greater scrutiny . Any computer

20George and Smoke, pp. 295—306, categorize the

I 
Hungarian case as a distinct case of nondeterrence by
the United States. Eisenhower explicitly rejected
making a deterrence attempt due to insufficient Intel-
ligence, the belief that the Soviets were highly
motivated to defend their hegemonic position in Hungary ,

-3 and consensus among American leaders that Hungary was
not worth the risk of war.

I
I :  I
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programmer knows that output validity is directly

I contingent upon the validity of the program . In the

same ve in, the validity of quantitative research is

I contingent upon qualitative and analytic Judgments made

by the researc her prior to the perform ing of any

I statistical tests. There must be equal rigor in both

I endeavors.

In his concluding section , Russett makes

I generalizations that are unsupported by his empirical

findings. Specifically, he concludes that a rational—

I istic cost—utility model actually governs the decision

I of the defender to pursue a “firm ” policy that risks

war. He presents the following summation:

I Formally , the defender will pursue a firm policy
only if , in his calculation:

Vf 
. s + V . (l ..s) > Vr

I where
Vf = the value of successfu l firmness

I (deterrence without war)
V~, = the value (usually negat ive) of t he

failure of firmness (war)

I Vr = the value (usually negative) of
retreat

S = the probability that firmness will

I be successful.~
1

Aside from the fact that the formal rationality

I assumption of deterrence theory has been largely

I Russett , “Calculus of’ Deterrence,” p. 106.

- 
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I discounted ,22 Russett ’s conclusions are of methodologi—

I 
cal significance because they are typical of a general

proclivIty of statistical—correlative researchers to be

I less rigorous in their conclusions than they are in

their manipulation of empirical data. It Is often the

f case that the generalized conclusions presented do not

I 
follow fro~n the body of the paper . Samuel Bleicher

identifies three pressures on quantitative researcher s

I to be less disciplined In their conclusions than in

their statistical manipulations : (1) a “letdown

I phenomenon” occurs. After months or years of tedious

I 
research, often unrewarding in itself , there is a

tendency to “speak one ’s piece ,” which often entails

I stepping beyond the bound s of the data collected ; (2)

the rigorously collected and statistically analyzed

22Llterature critical of the rationality assump—

I 
tion includes Sidney Verba, “Assumptions of Rationality
and Non—Rationality in Models of the International

t 
System,” World Politics 114 (October 1961): 93—117;
Stan A. Kaplowitz , “An Experimental Test of a Rational-

I istic Theory of Deterrence ,” Journal of Conflict Resolu—
tion 17 (September 1973): 535—72; Joseph H. deRivera ,
The Psychological Dimension of Foreigp Poli”y (Columbus:

• Charles E. Merrill, 1968); International Encyclopedia of
the Social ScIences , 1968 , s .v.  “Deterrence,” by ~ichardA. Brody; and Green , Deadly Logic; The Theory of Nuclear

- I Deterrence. For a rationalistic analysis similar to
Russett ’s, see Daniel Ellsberg, “The Crude Analysis of
Strategic Choice,” in Approaches to Measurement in
International Relations, ed. John E. Mueller (New York:

- I MeredIth , 1969), pp. 2B8—94. (Originally published by
the RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif ., as P—2l83,
15 December 1960.)

I
1
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data may not particularly show , reveal , or demonstrate

I anyth ing beyond the t r iv ial , obv ious , or unexc iting.

However , the natural desire to reach conclusions is

still present ; (3 )  statistical designs do not make good

reading. The quality of “readability,” a charact eristic

I of histor ical research , is generally lacking In correla—

tive inquiry . “There is a temptation to add glittering

generalities to rigorous research.”23 At this point ,

f it is only proper to acknowledge that historically

oriented researchers may succumb to the same pitfall;

I it just may be a more glaring error when the conclusions

of a statistical design are inconsistent with the data ,

since the quantitative researchers are drawn to their

methods in order to lend the weight of scientific rigor

to their findings. It would be most unfair to take the

I posItion that unwarranted generalization is an Inherent

I characterIstic of the statistical—correlative approach

when in fact it is a reflection of lack of discipline

I on the part of some of’ its proponents.

A second example of statistical—correlative

I research in which the conclusions are not supported by

the data is K. J. Hoisti’s “Resolving International

23Samuel A. Bleicher , “International Organiza—

I tion and the Preservation of Peace: A Comment on the
Abuse of Methodology ,” International Organization 25
(Spring 1971): 3011. 

—
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I ConflIct.~~
214 The data base was composed of’ seventy—

I 
seven conflicts between 1919 and 19614. Three conflicts

(Kuwait—Iraq 1961, Turkey—Syria 1957, and Haiti—

I Domlnica\n Republic) were omttted because of the incon-

clusive nature of available data. Five additional

I conflicts (Congo, Yemen, Cyprus , Vietnam , and Malaysia)

I 
were omitted because the outcome remained in doubt at

the time of writing . Conflicts were coded according to

I procedures used in settlement attempts and by behavioral

outcome .

I HolstI draws the following conclusion which is

I 
supported by his data:

Most conflicts involve considerable bargaining
between the ant agonists and , In all the modes

I of resolut ion exce pt award [through ~hlrd party
arbitration or adjudicatIon], that bargaining
can continue until some pQ~,nt of accomo dat ion

I or submission is reached .~~

However , he draws the following conclusion ,

I which is not supported by his research:

No doubt where the vital Interests of the major

I powers are directly incompatible , internat ional
•.~rganizatIons will continue to play a major
role. But if they can impose their presence in

I less awesome quarrels, isolate the areas of con-
frontation, and iNpose ceasef’ire and armistice

I I 214K. J. Holsti , “Resolving Internationa l Con-
flIct: A Taxonomy of Behavior and Some Figures on
Procedures ,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 10 (September

I 1966): 272—96.
25Ibid., p. 291.
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agreements , they will have made an important
contribution to the ma1nten~nce of interna—

I 
tlonal peace and security.2°

Surprisingly enough , Hoisti was conscious of

I the limitations of his data , as he had previously

stated that :

I . . . these tables still do not IndIcate ade-
quately the potential Influence of interna-
tional organizations In crisis situations ,

I for there is no way to measure the informal
pressures they place on disputant s to resolve
conflicts through, for example , direct negoti—

I ations.27

One can only speculate that for purposes of

I readability or the des ire to end on a general and

I 
optimistic note, HolstI did not heed his own warning

as to the limitation of his data. The statistical—

I correlative approac h theoret ically has a greater

potential than traditional approaches for generating

1 valid data expressed in probabilistic terms, but the

I 
very power of statistics requires of the researcher a

degree of discipline that is often not to be found .

I Situational analysis Is a statistical method

developed to avoid certain ambiguities associated with

~ I quantitative methods : (1) manipulative or mathematical

- 

I 
ambiguity (possibility of producing varying results

from the same data base); (2) ambiguIty of results

I 261b1d . 271b1d., p. 287.
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I (“Sometimes the findings derived . . . represent only

I 
a partial summation of the theoretically warranted

results. Other hypotheses , even other class of

I hypotheses , might equally be entertained .”); and (3)

ambiguity of application (the possibility of drawing

f Incorrect inferences about the real world).28

In a pilot study to validate the method , forty—

nine cases of “threatening action ” during the period

1 1931—1965 were examined .29 Twenty independent variables

were intercorrelated and matched against the

I dichotomized dependent variable of success or failure

I 
of a committor power in gaining Its objective in the

face of obstructing behavior by a responder nation .

- I Data was generated by the answers of twenty-four

graduate students to a questionnaire. The use of this

28peter deLeon , James MacQueen , and Richard
Rosecrance , “Situational Analysis in International

~ I 
Politics ,” Behavioral Science l~4 (January 1969): 51.

29The researchers began with fifty—six cases ,

~ I 
but seven were not considered due to unspecified “coding
problems.” Such total elimination of potentially
relevant data is a ubiquItou s characteristic of

I statistical—correlative designs and casts some degree of
doubt upon the “randomness” of the ensuing sample. One
is left to wonder to what degree the results are

I 
affected by the necessity of fitting complex Interna-
tional events into the sometimes Procrustean coding
schemes required to facilitate mathematical manipula—
tions of data. Indeed , deviant case analysis may
generate theoretically important data from the study of
just the sorts of anomalous cases that tend to be
excluded from statistical designs .

I
- p 
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I highly subjective tertiary data source was justified as

follows :

Admitt ing that the final truth w ill not be known
[assum ing there is no histor ical ly knowab le final

I truth], it may be possible to concentrate on
those aspects on which the major sources agree.
To avoid the pitfalls of a parochial Interpreta—

l t ion, It is also poss ible to code only that data
on which a series of independent observers agree
after surveying the literature.~ °

I Af ter stat istical tes ts wer e performed on the

I 
data, public morale emerged as the single most con-

sistent indicator of’ succ ess Cr = .1496). Other

interesting results include the fact that the

explanatory variable, quantit y of military forces , was

~ I negatively correlated with success Cr = — .441), in

I 
direct opposition to the tenets of classical deterrence

theory . That result , however , turns out to have been
— I heavily Influenced by the number of coded examples

involving Hitler ’s Germany as committor nation pitted

I against the collectively militarily superior responders

I 
of’ Britain and France. Many statistical-correlative

‘ 
studies, in order to enhance statistical validity, have

I coded the Hitlerian cases of the 1930s. These cases , of

course, have far—reaching effects on the conclusions.

I A study published In 1974 introduced a signifi-

- 

I 
cant innovation in order to Increase statistical

301b1d., p. 514.

I
I
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I validity by expanding the sampling population.3’ The

I 
authors made a serious attempt to combine a reasonable

degree of qualitative research , mostly through

I established secon dary sources , with an extensive

correlative design , in order to draw causal Inferences

I expresse d in probabil ist ic terms:

I
. . . correlation together with a strong
sequential tendency creates a strong pre-
sumpt ion In favor of t he causal hypot hes is
that the precedent variable is the cau92

I and the subsequent variable the- effect.

The authors ’ purpose wa s twofold : substant ively,

they wished to shed light on the power and limits of

I 
military deterrenc e as a strategy In international

politics; methodologically , they offered the book as

I a working model of the cross—historical survey .

Dependent variables were frequency of’ war , terr itorial

~ 
I growt h, and territorial instabi’ity. Independent

variables were defensive or offensive stance of the

state in question and military , geographical ,

3’Raoul Naro]1, Vern L. Bullough, and Frada
Naroll, Military Deterrence in History; A Pilot Cross—
Historical Survey (Albany : State University of New
York Press , l974). A report on research in progress was
Raoul Naroll , “Deterrence in History ,” in Theory and

~ I 
Research on the Causes of War, eds. Dean G~ Pruitt and
Richard C. Snyder (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice—
Hall, 1969), pp. 150—614.

I 32Naroll et al., p. xxv .

I
I
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I diplomatic , administrat ive , and general cultural

I 
situation . The initial hypothesis conformed to the

general deterrence assumpt ion of peace and sta bili ty

I through strength :

states assuming a defens ive stance with

I strong military preparat ions and favorab le
diplomatic , geographic , polit ical , and cul-
tural circumstances would tend to avoid war .

I The Innovat ive sampling p lan called for the

definit ion of nine “paidelas” or major influential

I civilizations. One randomly selected decade of each

I century for which usable historical records survive

from each of the nine paldeias was selected for coding ,

I yielding 120 sampling periods. The authors , of course ,

have made a compromise , choosing t c sacr ifice some

I policy relevance for statistical validity through

I random sampling of a much broader than usual historical

period . One can make a strong case that in coding

I temporally distant time frames , one might draw infer-

ences about something, but that something will not be

I deterrence as it is presently conceptualized , involving

I as it does a massive punishment component against which

there is virtually no defense. There are few instances

I in history in which the instantaneous elimination of

entire societies was threatened.

I 33Ibid., p. 5.- I
I
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I The authors do not d irec tly add ress the trade-

of f between stat ist ica l val idi ty  and pol icy relevance ,

I but they do recognize a discrepancy between the needs

of the policy maker and the type of information

generated by corre lative stud ies in general:

Our cross—historical survey produces nomothetic
resu lts , but our statesmen at any given time
are faced with an Idiographic problem . In

f other words, our results may te ll us what
usua lly happens in c ircums tances of a given
sort , bu t our statesmen, at any given time ,

r are concerned with what is going to happen in
a single , part icular , unique situation . .
For th ese reasons , statesmen must obviously
continue to rely first of all on their experi-
enced subjective judgments about the part~~ular
situat ions they fa ce at part icu lar t imes.~

I The authors conclu de that  policy makers shou ld

be aware of histor ical trend s that correlat ive studies

bring out , which help to show direction , if not pre-

— diction. “They are worth a line or a paragraph In a

National Security Council estimate of the situation.”35

Substantively, the results of the study refute

the commonly held correlations that support traditional

deterrence theory . Specifically , when the defen ding

state enjoyed a military advantage , there was no

reduction in frequency of warfare . War was just as

• likely when defensively aligned states assembled larger

armies than their rivals as when they did not .

~
14 Naroll , p. 162. 351b 1d., p. 163.
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I The onl y comfort our f indings offer to the
advocates of deterrence theory Is to be

I 
foun d In our result s abou t purely defens ive
armament——border fortifications . States
enjoying strongly fortified borders may
well turn out to have a slightly better 36I chance of enjoying peace than those without.

This study effectively illustrates the fact

I that all methodologies reflect a compromise between

I 
various goals. The particular orientation of the

researcher of ten is t he determ in ing factor as to whether

I policy relevance or statistical validity is maximized

at the relative expense of the other. The qualitative

I designs discussed in the following section tend to

I 
emphasize policy relevance. In the final analysis , the

nature of t his tra deof f may be t he mos t important means

I by which the two schools may be differentiated. The

dist inct ion between “sc ient ist ” and “traditionalist ”

will become less meaningful as c.orrelative researchers

I 
become increasingly responsive to the requirement for

accurate qualitative coding decisions , wh ile case study

I researchers consciously search for means of broa d en ing

their data base.

I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Significant Qualitative Case Study Designs

In direct contrast to the search for causality

I 36Naroll et a l .,  p. 330.

I I
I . 
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I in the Naroll and Bullough study, Theodore Abel in 1941

expressed the essential traditionalist manifesto as

follows :

War , too , is a phenomenon of growth and devel-
opment and not the inevitable and Invariant
effec t of some “cause ,” or “causes.” As long

I as we search for quantita~ Ive laws about war
the significanc~ of’ the ~-lement of decision
will escape us.~~

7

I Abel’ s study confirmed his thesis that the

I 
decision for war is usually taken far in advance of

the outbreak of hostilities , as a re su lt of a rat ional ,

I calculating decision by elites. “In no case is the

decision precipitated by emotional tensions , senti—

I mentality, crowd behavior , or other irrat iona l motiva-

i 
t ions .”~

8

Though eschew ing the quant itative approach ,

I Abel sought a degree of s ta t is t ical  va l id i ty  by

examining In reasonable depth twenty—five major wars.

I Thus , wh ile on the one hand , Abel was clearly distrust-

I 
ful  of correlations and inferences of causality derived

from statistical methods , he d id recognize the value

- I of empirically grounded inductive evidence.

The case study approac h has histor ically been

37’rheodore Abel , “The Element of Decision in the

I 
Pattern of War ,” American Sociological Review 6
(December 19111): 853.

-‘ Ib id . ,  p. 855.

I
I
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I linked to the traditionalist approach , partly through

I 
the criticism that monographic case studies have tended

to generate no data or conclusions applicable to a

I w ider class of events:

most case studies have been oriented

I 
toward the unique features of the event or
institution studied . Because of this orien-
t a t ion , they have seldom contributed directly

I
to the development of genera l, abstract theory .

Bruce Russett’ s 1967 research on the Japanese

I decision to attack Pearl Harbor is an example of a

single case study In which a theoretically significant

I conclusion is drawn . Russett’s substantive conclusion

I 
Is that the Japanese decisIon to attack was not the

result of irrationality or the belief that they could

I defeat the United States in a long war , but that the

attack was the least disadvantageous way in which the

I Japanese could resolve a dilemma . If Japan remained

I 
at peace w ith the United States , she would have to

suffer under an economically crippling embargo that

I would have the effects of thwarting her expansionist

impulses and seriously weakening her ability to hoid

I onto land already gained . If Japan were to go to war

wit h the United States , the Japanese leaders rec g nized

39Dean G. Pruitt and Richard C. Snyder , eds.,

I Theory and Research on the Causes of War (Englewood
Cliffs , N.J.: Prentice—Hifi , 1969), p. 6.

II
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I that American industrial superiority would ensure a

I 
Japanese defeat were the war to be at all prolonged .

In terms of ~ussett’s ear lier term inology , Japan chose

I to attac k the defender , rather than the pawn (British

and Dutch holdings in the Pacific). In essence, the

I Japanese decision makers perceived war as inevitable

I 
and judged that it should at least be initiated In a

manner that would yield maximum Initial advantag~ to

I Japan. Of wider theoretical significance , Russe tt

conc luded that any typology of deterrence outcomes mus t

I be expanded to Include not only the option of attacking

I 
the pawn, but also of attacking the defender directly .140

Russet t did not code the Pearl Harbor attack as an

I instance of deterrence (success or failure) In “The

Calculus of Deterrence ,” presumably because it was

I anomalous In terms of his scheme at that time. That

I 
the attack is now considered the result of Japan ’s

being backed Into a corner with no available appealing

: alternatives has great policy relevance. A prime tenet

of nuclear “brinkmanship ” Is to ensure that the

I adversary is never backed into a position in which he

I 
may perceive his least disadvantageous option to be the

Initiation of war. Kennedy allowed the Soviet tanker

40Russett , “Pearl Harbor ,” p. 99.

I
I
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I Bucharest to pass unchallenged on the first day of the

I 
Cuban b loc kade In order to increase Khrushchev ’s time

available for decision making. “I don ’t want to put

him in a corner from which he cannot escape.~t 41

The Korean Decision Is an example of an

I intensive single—case analysis that establishes a link

I 
between pure history and theoretical analysis leading

to generalized hypotheses. The first half of the book

I describes in narrative format the actions and per-

ceptions of the major foreign policy and military

I advisers to Truman who part icipated in the dec ision to

I 
resist the North Korean attack. The period 24—30 June

1950 is covered in 170 pages. The second half of the

I book is concerned with the examination of a number of

“empirically induced theoretical propositions ” which

I correspond to hypotheses. The d.ual nature of case

studies Is addressed , as Palge states the book will

appeal to two types of reader——professional students of

1 politics interested In decIsion—makIng analysis and

I 
41Robert F. Kennedy, Thirteen Days; A Memoir of

the Cuban_Missile Crisis, pp. 77—78, cited by Graham T.
Allison, Essence of Decision; Explai:ilng the Cuban

I 
Missile Crisis (Boston: Little , Brown , 1971), p. 216.

ll2
aienn D. Palge , The Korean Decision (New York:

Free Press, 1968).

I . .
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I those Interested in the substance of the Korean case.

Even though Palge examines only a single case , his

I orientation is not historical and traditional , but

I sc ient ific and theoret ical :

In summary, it would appear that the

I 
theoretical contribution of sIngle—case
analysis In political research will arise
out of a combined p rocess of Interna l
theoretical Induction , the application of

I external theoretical Insights , and the
progressive expansion of the set of empirical
cases subjected to comparative examination. 3

I The Politics of Force 1414 continues the trend

I 
toward scientific consciousness among qualitative

investigators. Youn g ca lls for  “an upgrading of

I empirical analysis relative to conceptual work , and a

conscious effort to combine the two activities in

— I fruitful ways.”4~

I 
The Politics of Force contains four case studies:

Berlin 19148—19149, Taiwan Straits~ 1958 , Berlin 1961, and

I Cuba 1962. The book incorporates a novel organizational

format to facilitate comparative analysis. Each chapter

I begins with the explicit statement of a hypothe5is

I 
concerning the nature of international crisis or crisis

decision making . Then each case study is analyzed in

I 1431bid . , p. 12.
1414Oran F. Young, The Politics of Force; Bargain-

I 3~ng During InternatiQnal Crises (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 196~ ).

4
~ IbId., p. viii.

I
I
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I each chapter only w i t h  reference to detai ls  that  are

I 
specifically applicable to the hypothesis in quest ion .

Once again , the author has made a compromise , the

I nature of which reflects upon his orientation and what

he considers most Important . Focus Is maintained on

I theoretical hypotheses while the unity of’ each case

I 
study Is effectively shattered. Theory comes first and

readability second-—a dramatic departure from tradi—

I tionalist priorities.

Young ident if ies certa in prob lems assoc iated

I with his method : (1) the researcher must be careful to

I 
specify the universe of cases to which the resultant

generalizations apply; (2) it is necessary to specify

I the conditions under which the hypothesized relation-

ships are expected to hold , thus narrowing the scope of

I the conclusions ; (3) because achievement of strict

I 
comparisons across individual cases is difficult ,

utmost skill is called for in framing questions that

I are qualitatively comparable. In a statement signifi-

cant for Its resemblance to the thoughts of .~ore
• I statistically minded researchers , Young notes that

I 
“rather than proving empirical generalizations , In any

absolute sense, therefore , the goal of’ analysIs becomes

the maximization of levels of confidence.”46

p. 420.

I
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I An interesting approach to the problem of’

I 
conflict control Is presented by Bloom f’ield and Leiss. 14

~

The authors proceed from the premise that peace and

I American national Interests may be better served by a

pur poseful  strategy of con flict con trol , with the prime

I aim not to win or guide local conflicts , but to prevent ,

contain, or terminate them . Immediately , the aut hors

I Identify their central c oncern as normative policy

I relevance rather than value—free study. A system of

mutually exclusive phases is overlayed onto the fourteen

I case histor ies of local con f l i c t s  that  compr ise the

book. The local conflicts included are postwar

I instances of local conflict outside Europe since Worl’l

I War II , in which armed forces of t he USSR and United

States were not both involved . The goals of the

I “historic—analytic ” method are :

(a) to impose on real conflict data the phase

I structure postulated in our model of conflict;
(b ) to ex tract from each phase all identi f iab le
factors deemed to have some relation to that

~ I 
particular pattern; Cc ) to specify for each
such factor a policy—relevant control measure ;
and Cd) finally to extract from the specific
statements of those measures the ge~gralizedlesson for future conflict control.

The policy relevant hypothesis Integral to the

7Uncoln P. Bloomfield and Amelia C. Leiss,
Controlling Small Wars (New York: Alfred A. Knopf ,
1969).

48 IbId., p. 1414 .

I
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I study is that “the course of local confl icts can be

significantly altered by policy measures aimed at

I reinforcing violence—minimizing factors and offsetting

I violence—generating factors , as appropriate f or the

phase in question. In the course of the study , the

I authors Ident ify 1425 conflict—control opportunities

among the fourteen cases. Admitting that the method is

I sub jec t ive  at many stages and not t ru ly  sc ient ific ,

I the au thors note that the rea l test is “whet her the

process has taught us anything useful about conflict

I and about its control. ” The appeal to usefulness ,

rather than strict empirical validity, lends weight to

I the contention that Controlling Small Wars was under—

i taken as an example of model building .

The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy 50 is methodo—

I logically significant because it adopts muc h of the

language and logic of the statistical—correlative

I approach while maintaining the richness and depth of

P i analysis characteristic of qualitat ive methods. Con-

sistent with Lijphart ’s comparative method and Singer ’s

~ I 
ex post facto experiment , the authors examine the Laos

I 14
~IbId., p. 16.

• 50Alexander L. George , David K. Hall , and William

I E. Simons , The Limits  of Coercive Diploma cy : Laos, Cuba,
Vietnam (Boston : Li t t le , Brown , 197 1).
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I crisis of 1960—1961, the Cuban missile crisis , and

I American diplomatic- and military efforts in Vietnam

19614—1965 in terms of eight preconditions they

I hypothesized would correlate with successful applica-

tion of coercive diplomacy. Thus their major research

I question was , “When is it reasonable for the policy

I maker to choose the stra tegy of coerc ive diplomacy or

to entertain it seriously?” The eight hypothesized

preconditions were strength of U.S. motivation ,

assymmetry of motivation favoring the U.S., clar ity of

I American obje~ tives, sense of urgency to ac hieve the

I American objective , adequate domestic political support ,

usable military options, opponent ’s fear of unacceptab le

I escalat ion, and clar ity concerning the prec ise terms of

set t lement . The authors found that for the most part ,

I the eight criteria were present ~in the instances of

I successful application of coercive diplomacy (Laos and

Cuba) and absent in the unsuccessful case of Vietnam .

I The relationship between deterrence and coercive

diplomacy was defined in terms similar to those used to

I distinguish between deterrence and compellence. Thus,

I the authors define deterrence as an “effort to dIssuade

an opponent from doing something he has not started to

I do,” and coercive diplomacy as those tactics employed

afterwards “either to persuade him merely to halt or to

I
I P 
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I undo his actions .”51 Whi le deterrenc e primar ily in-

volves th e threat of military force , coerc ive dip lomacy

I may entail a wide range of diplomatic and military

I 
tactics.

An empirical attack on the rationality assump—

I tion of deterrence theory is mounted by Ole Hoisti ,

I 
whose thesis is that decision makers will not act as

rationally, deliberately, and correc tly In t imes of

I stress as In times in which the environment is not

stressful. 52

I Holsti , through content analysis of diplomatic

I 
communicat ions , examined the 19114 crisis and the Cuban

miss ile cr isis for perceptions of hostil it y, t ime

I pressure, and alternatives. A separate analysis of

financial indices was used as a validity experiment and

I correlated against results gained from the content

analysis. The hallmark of scientific consciousness is

I Hoisti’s focus on his empirical results as evidence

I supportIng a general theory . There existed at the time

I 
51Ibid., p. 2~l.

52,, 
• . the theory of deterrence . . . first

proposes that we should frustrate our opponents by

I frightening them very badly and that we should then rely
on their cool—headed rationality for our survival.” See
Ole R. Holsti, Crisis Escalation War (Montreal: McGill-

I Queen ’s University Press , 1972), p. 9, cited by Deutsch,
The Nerves of Government, p. 70.

I
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I of writing a quite extensive body of literature devoted

to the two cr ises Holst i was concerned w i t h , and his

I In tent ion  was not to add to that  body of essential ly

i his tor ical  knowledge , but to  learn something about the

percept ions and act ions of policy makers under stress.

I The final research design to be discussed ,

Deterrence in American Foreign Policy, represents a

I culmination of’ many trends in qualitative inquiry that

I have been touched on so far. Noting that “remarkably

few efforts have been made to weigh carefully the

I available historical experienc e in applying deterrenc e,”

George and Smoke use their method of focused comparison

I to develop an “inductively derived theory of deterrence

I ( tha t ]  wil l  emphasize the l imitat ions and risks of

deterrence strategy .”53 Focused comparison is a

I conscious attempt to occupy the middle ground between

the two contending approaches. Focused comparison gains

I cumulability by examining in reasonable detail as many

I pertinent cases as possible (George and Smoke examine

eleven postwar American deterrence attempts), asking a

I set of common questions within each case study . The

nature of the questions asked is determined by policy
- 1 relevance, rather than ease of measurability. Like all

1 53George and Smoke, pp. 2—3.

1 
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I methodologies , focused comparison is a compromise , and

the authors freely admit that the study does not employ

a complete or representative number of cases , thus

I making it impossible to determine “relat ive frequency

• with which any given conjunction of independent and

• I
I dependent variables occurs. Because of the

I 
statistically insignificant number of cases, the study

enjoys a lower degree of formal verification than , say ,

I the Naroll, Bullough, and Naroll study. Though George

and Smoke explicitly identi fy variab les , they choose to

I maintain the IntegrIty of each case study, rather than

I 
adopt Orari Young ’s more fragmented approach. The

authors place a high premium on readability, as they

I choose not to restate each of the eight common questions

in each case, but to construct an “implicit framework

I of questions and answers within the text of each case

I 
study .”55 The Interests of comparability , cumulablllty,

and science would have been more directly served by the

I explicit asking and answering of each question within

each case, but this would have made more tedious reading.

I The authors therefore incorporate the traditionalist

I 
view that if policy makers are unable or unwilling to

read their book, it matters little how scientific or

I ~
4Ib1d., p. 96. 551b1d., p. 103.

I
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I rigorous it Is in method .

I 
The t itle of the concluding chapter, “From

Deterrence to Influence in Theory and Pract ice ,”

I anticipates the major conclusion of the study——that

deterrence as it has been operationalized in American

I postwar foreign policy has had the effect of narrowing

our coerc ive policy options . Negotiation and concilia-

tion have taken a back seat to military threat , and the

I result has often been deterrence failure . The authors

attr ibute the frequent fa ilure of deterrence to a

I disregard of fundamental questions regarding the nature

and valuation of interests. Classical deterrence

theor ists , working within an essentially apolitical

I context , have largely ignored the empirically demon-

strable fact that deterrenc e only works when definite

I in character and limited in application to areas where

I the guarantor has real Interests.56

This brief tour of empirical deterrenc e studies

I has demonstrated that there Is no perfect methodology .

~ All methods are compromises , and the nature of the

I tradeoff in each particular study is a reflection of the

I 
author ’s orientation as well as the nature of the

subject he is dealing with. In general, the

56Ibid., pp. 556—59 .

I
I
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I statistical—correlative approach tend s to maximize

cumulability and scientific validity In exchange for

I decreased policy relevance and readability. The

I qualitative case study approach reflects an overriding

concern with policy relevance and a reluctance to

I expand the number of cases in order to gain statistical

validity at the cost of weakening the analogy .

I The two most recent major empirical studies of

I deterrence , Military Deterrence In History and Deterrence

in American Foreign Policy, though one is correlative

I and the other qualitat ive , share a common sc ient if ic

predisposition. The dogmatic taking of sides , either

I traditional or scientific , has been left behind in the

i realization that future effective compromise research

strategies must borrow heavily from both camps . Hope—

• I 
fully, response to the challenging nature of the subject

matter will spell an end to the ideologic approach to

I I methodology .

~ I Iterative Research Strategies and the
Scientific Uses of Case Studies

Any research design is an amalgam of empirical
- 

I scienc e and the Insight , wisdom , and judgment that

traditionalists claim as their special domain. “Our

I mission in both teaching and research is nothing more

I
I
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I than an effective amalgamation of insight with evidence ,

I 
and of substance with technique. ”57 The most subjective

wisdom and Insight ful judgment are the results of a

I prior process of observation combined with the tools of

logic and internalized rules of evidence. Quantitative

I method s depend upon qualitative decisions in con—

I 
structing typologies , coding data, and operationalizing

variables and constants. In the same vein , qualitative

I researchers implicitly hold certain variables constant

and allow others to vary, depending on their selection

I of cases . Thus , the  two app roac hes are c loser to one

I 
another than Is often rea li zed . The present tas k is

to determine ways in which the two strategies may be

I combined to solve actual research problems In deterrence.

P Bruce Russett has proposed an iterative research

I strategy as a means of taking adyantage of the unique

character istics of eac h approac h . A typical iterat ive

process utilizes case studies in order to identify

I variables and generate hypotheses.~
8 Next , correlational

I 
57J. David Singer, “The Incompleat Theorist :

Insight W ithout Evidenc e ,” in Contend ing Approaches to
International Politics, eds. Klaus Knorr and James N.
Rosenau (Pr ince t on : Princeton Univers i ty  Press , 1969) ,
p. 67.

~
8”It Is important to note both that most

I 
hypotheses later investigated with correlational tech-
niques are originally generated from case—study material ,
and that such generation is merely a beginning, not an
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analysis provides the best method for the systematic

I 
testing of those hypotheses. Finally, a return to the

case study Is called for In order to check on proper

I coding, to test alternative hypotheses that are undif—

ferentiable by correlation analy sis , and to perform

I the best analysis possible in those cases in which too

I 
few Instances ex ist for conc lus ive correlat iona l

analysts

I A fur ther comp lementary funct ion of cas e study

analysis is the uncovering of causal relationships

I between variables. Russett contend s that qualitative

I 
analysis is particularly useful in the examination of

temporal sequence and elimination of spurious correla-.

i tions .6~ Singer notes that causal propos itions are

• required for theory construction:

I At the minimum, a theory mus~t attempt to explain
some particular clnss of outcomes, and not merely
deal with one set of variab1e~ that do , or might ,

I correlate with such outcomes.~~

The problem of causality Is one that continues

I to generate much philosophical controversy , and it is

I end point , In the scientific process.” See Bruce M.
Russett , “International Behavior Research: Case Studies
and Cumulation ,” in Approaches to the Study of Political

I Science, eds. Michael Haas and Henry S. Kariel (Scranton:
Chandler , 1970), p. ~428.

I 
59Ibid., pp. 1429—30. 6°Ibid .

6lsinger, “The Incompleat Theorist ,” p . 89.

I
I
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I beyond the scope of this paper to delve deeply into the

I 
concept . It is the author ’s contention , however , tha t

causality Is of such an elusive nature that neither

corre lational nor case study methods alone are suf-

ficient for its discovery. Proof of’ temporal sequence

I and correlation are necessary but not sufficIent condi—

I 
tions for the demonstration of causaiity. 6~ Perc ept ion

and the link between cognitive process and behavioral

I action must be addressed in order to make causal

Infer enc es, and at present that sort of information is

more likely to be generated by qualitative analysis.

I 
In similar fashion to Russett , Lijphart alludes

to the hypothesis generation function of case study

I 62A mathematical means of determining causality
from a correlational design is presented In H. M.

I 
Blaloc k , J r . ,  “Correlational Analysis and Causal Infer-
ences ,” Am erican Ant hropologist 62 (August 1960): 6214—
31. Certain assumptions required to make the method
“work” relegate the art ic le to mor e theore tical than

I practical importance. In addition , several hundred
cases are required to demonstrate causality in a four—
variable model.

I I 6
~The constant—conjunction view of causation

“does not convey the productivity or efficacy of causa—

I tion; It does not , in short , say that the effect happens; to be produced by the cause , bu t on ly that  it is regu-
larly conjoined to It. . . . A law of correlation Is not
a causal law , because It does not state that a given

I ent ity (or a change in it ) Is produced by anot her
• entity (or by a change in it), but just that the two are

regularly associated .” See Mario Bunge , Causal i ty ;  The

I Place of the Causal Pr incipl e  in Modern Science (Cam—
biidge : Harvard University Press, 1959), p. 4~ .

I
I
p —
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I analysis as the first step in an iterat ive sequence:

given the inevitable scarcity of time ,

I energy, and financ ial resources , the intensive
comparative analysis of a few cases may be
more promising than a more superficial statis—

I tical analysis of many cases. In such a situ-
ation the most fruitful approach would be to
regard the comparat ive analysis as the f irst

I stage of researc h in which hypot heses are
careful l y formulated , and the statistical
analy sis as t he second stage , in which these
hypotheses are te~~ ed in as large a sampleI size as possible.°4

In addition to traditional atheoretical uses ,

I Lljphart Ident ifies three sc ient ifically relevant

I functions of case studies: (1) hypothesis—generatIon ,

which Is most useful In areas prev iously devo id of

I theory ; (2) theory—confirmation (or Inflrming ) in which

a case study Is used to test a theoretical proposition;

I and (3) devIant case analysis , involving “studies of

I single cases that are known to deviate from established

generalizat ion,” in order to uncover additional relevant

variables not previously considered or to refine the

operational definition of variables. Deviant case

I analysis has great theoret ical value because It often

I functions in such a way as to weaken the original

proposition and to suggest a stronger modified proposl—

I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

614LiJphart , p. 685.

Ibid., pp. 691—92.

I
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I James Fesler notes that in addition to

I 
generating hypotheses , “case studies may encourage

caution In abstract generalization by Illustrating the

I complexity, particularly the multiplicity, of var iab les

In each significant problem confronted us in the real

world .”66

Thu r- , an iterative research strategy inc or-

porates qualitat ive case study analysis for the purpose

I of hypothesis generation , theory conf irmat ion, dev iant

case analysis , and for keeping correlat ive resear ch$ I linked to the real world by constantly remind ing the

research (and reader) that simplifications have been

made in the interest of correlative research. Statis—

I tical—correlative method s are indispensable for imputing

scientific validity to research findings and for

I defining relationships between ~ariab1es in terms that

— I 
will enhance cumulability of knowledge. Knowledge

generated by both approaches is essential to the dis—

I covery of causal inferences .

The purpose of the foregoing discussion has been

I to provide a philosophical background against which the

I 66James W. Fesler, “The Case Method in Political
Science,” in Essays on the Case Method in Public Adm ln—
Istration, ed. Edwin A. Bock (New York: Inter—

I University Case Program, 1962), pp. 78—79.

I

- -
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I specific methodology of the present paper may be

evaluated .

I
Methodology of the Present Paper

I
The goal of the present paper is first and

I foremost to develop an empirical basis for the study of

ambiguity in deterrence threats. The Suez case study

serves the following functions:

I 1. Identification and definition of relevant

variables. A methodologic innovation of the paper is

I the treatment of ambiguity as both a dependent and

independent variable, in contrast to the bulk of the
• 
I literature, which has tended to conceptualize ambiguity

I as a readily manipulable policy tool rather than as an

67Indicator of certain preconditions or determinants.

• I 2. Hypothesis generatiQn . Hypotheses supported

by evidence from the case study will be put forth, thus

1 establishing an initial base upon which rigorous cor-

I relational designs or case studies with an expanded data

base may be built .

The way in which deterrence practice differs

from theory will be brought out in detail. Of

L I
~~~ Robert Jervis ’ terminology , ambiguity will

be treated as an index , as well as a signal. See
• Jervis, Logic of Images, p. 18.

p -.-~-— —-
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I methodological sIgnIficance is the fact that the

I 
demonstration of t his di fference hinges upon the intro-

duct ion of a key “ecological variable ,” the existence

I of important subsidiary motives for threat communica-

tion. As will be discussed in detail In the next

I chapter , the consensus of the literature is that

I 
clar ity of threatening c ommunIcat ions enhances

credibility and is correlated with deterrence success.

I Ambiguity of threats Is seen as having the effect of

detracting from credibility and is associated with

I deterrence failure. How then is one to explain the

fact that deterrence threats in actuality frequently

contain major elements of ambiguity? On the face of

I it, there would seem to be a paradox in that nat ions

employing deterrent threats have often eschewed the

I clarity that theory tells us should enhance the

I credibility and effectiveness of their threats. It Is

the thesis of this paper that the paradox is only a

I function of inadequate theoretical analysis of ambiguity.

In other words, nations employ ambiguity because threats

I in a deterrence format have a whole host of functions
- 

I 
other than strictly military deterrence. Ambiguity ,

while detracting from deterrence , often serves to

I maximize other goals. Thus, there is no paradox in the

existential world ; actual national behavior only seems

I
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I paradoxical in relation to presently inadequate theory .

Deterrence theory “bereft of” any ecological

I var iab les ” (environmental variables outside the two—

I party/one—issue model) is consistent with the apolitical

military conception of deterrence that has been pre—

I occupied with capability (as in worst—case planning),

rather than intent .

I By tending to ignore such variables , we attr ibute
an inordinate degree of autonomy to our units of

I analysis , and . . . assume the accuracy of impl~~ d
propositions which have yet to be demonstrated. °~

I 
Deterrence theory has indeed assume d a degree of

theoret ical autonomy from the more general environment

I of international politics within which it operates.

EmpIrical research Into deterrence behavior is the mostI, 
powerful way to demonstrate the saliency of an

I 
explanatory variable lying outside the realm of classic

deterrence theory .

I Because of the inductive logic of the paper ,

the function of evidence is to demonstrate the

I empirically possible. Theoretical value is gained

I 
through the introduction of variables not previously

considered. The existence of a historical case that is

I inadequately explained by existing theory will expose

I 
the need for an expansion of the theoretical basis for

68SInger, “The Incompleat Theorist ,” p. 92.

II
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I deterrence behav ior.

I 
The substance of the case study centers on

Soviet deterrent  threat s against  Britain , France , and

I Israel during the course of the 1956 Suez Crisis.

Since this cas e involves specif ically di rected and

I communicated threats in a well—defined crisis situation ,

I 
ambiguity may be examined as both a dependent and

independent variable. The thesis of the study Is that

nondeterrent motivations of the threat source are a

prime determinant of ambiguity. The subsidiary motiva-

I tions behind the Soviet threats will be examined in

I 
detail, as will the most interesting relationship

between Russian threats and actual nuclear capabilities.

I The methodology of this paper stems from the

deep—seated belief that the qualitative case study

I approach, because of its inherent flexibility, is

I 
useful in bridging the gap between simplified theory

and the complexities of the real world. The widely

I accepted theoretical model of deterrence holds that a

threat involves only two actors and one issue , while

I empirical reference to actual deterrence behavior

I 
Introduces multiple actors, multiple issues, and

complicated interactions.

I
-

~ 

I
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CHAPTER III

I~I
CRITICAL SURVEY OF LITERATURE

I - I
The following survey of literature brings

I together the major theoret ical formulations concerning

I 
deterrence ambiguity which heretofore have been

scattered throughout the literature of internat ional

relations . The reader should keep in mind the dual

— focus of the chapter; that certain substantive con—

- - I clusions concerning ambiguity have been drawn is every

I I
bit of Interest in the present context as is the

- substance of those conc lusions . The eclectic approach

of the chapter is a reflection of the character of the

existing body of literature. In the general absence of

~ I direct empirical data, theorists, have tended to borrow

I 
heavily from such analogous contexts as labor—management

- negotiations, general international diplomacy, and small

~ I 
group simulation. Because validity of any particular

- analogy may be open to question , the author will make

I explicit each context from which data is drawn . Any

— I 
transfer of conclusions between contexts is understood

to be tentative and cautiously done.

I

I
p
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I Utility of Clarity

I Common sense provides a strong prima fad e case

for the utility of clarity in threat communications.

I “Your chances of influencing another to do what you

I 
want are considerably erh2-’ced if the other clearly

knows what you want him tc do.”1 Similarly,

In a power situation there must be clear com-
munication between the person who initiates
policy and the person who must comply. .

For It [power] to exist , the person threatened
must comprehend the alternatives which face
him in choo~ ing between compliance and non—

I 
compliance.

Inasmuch as a threat is a form of communication

I designed to in f luence  the target’ s perceptions in

certain ways , It would appear t hat the most u t i l i t y  is

I to be gained through the statement of demand and

I 
sanction in as clear a manner as possible. Traditional

values from the world of international dIplomacy rein—

I force the need for clarity in all communications : “In

I “The attempt to comply with a vague proposal
becomes more costly . Being good in every way that I
can think of in order to have some chance of being good

I in the way that ~~~ are thinking of Is likely to involvemuch more effort than doing something that is clearly
defined as what you want , more effort than I may be
willing to expend .” See Morton Deutsch , The Resolution

I of Conflict (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973),
pp. 136—37 .

I 
2Peter Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz , “Decisions

and Nondecisions: An Analytical Framework ,” American
Political Science Review 57 (September 1963): 6314.

II
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I communicat ion between governments prec ision is the firs t

requirement of effect iveness. ” 3

I Social psychology research has demonstrated

I that specific instructions are more effective than

general Instructions In eliciting a behavioral outcome .

I In an experiment in which groups of subjects were

exposed to various degrees of fear arousal In appeals

to get a tetanus shot , It was found that “providing a

I clear possibility or plan for action can reduce the

Inhibitory properties of certain fear states. ” 14 Inde—

pendent of level of fear arousal , subjects who were

given specific instructions as to how , when , and where

to get a shot did so more often than subjects who were

I given only general Instructions . If the results of

this  experiment  are t rans ferra ble to a threa t system ,

I then they would correspond to the conclusion that

regardless of fear arousal generated by a given sanction,

I fulfillment of the demand w ill be made more likely by

i increasing its clarity.

Note that the above formulation only calls for

3George F. Kennan , Soviet-American Relations,
19~7—1 92O, vol. 2: The Decision to Intervene (Prince—
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1958), p. 2314.

4Howard Leventhal , Robert Singer, and Susan
Jones, “Effects of Fear and Specificity of Recommenda—
tion Upon Attitudes and Behavior,” Journal of” Personali—
ty and Social Psychology 2 (July 1965): 28.

1
1 _
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I clarity of deman d , whi le clar ity of sanct ion is not

I 
addressed. J. David Singer, in stating the communica-

tions requirement s of a deterrent threat , specifically

I calls for clar ity of demand , but allows for ambiguity

of sanct ion:

I B must be provided with two categories of
Information. One is the precise nature of the
ac t which A prefers to see B take (x )  or av oid

I (o); without this information B is unable to
respond in a mutually advantageous fashion.
The other is the availability of alternatives ,

I and this is pai-tic~ larly relevant in the dis-
suasion situation. ~

I 
Singer ’s requirement for maximum clarity in

communicating the demand is well within the mainstream

I of the literature, but he ignores the utility of

defining the demand ambiguously when the source antici—

I pates a conservative interpretat ion by the target.

Singer Is clearly concerned with objective , rather than

subjective clarity. Restated in perceptual terms ,

I Singer ’s formulation would read , “B must perceive two

categories of information. . . .“ How clearly the

I target perceives the demand and the sanction Is a

I 
judgment affected by inputs from many sources such as

the target ’s own intelligence efforts, statements and

actions of allies and other adversaries , the general

I 
5J. David Singer, “Inter—Nation Influence: A

Formal Model ,” American Political Science Revi~w 57(June 1963): 1430.

I

i A  
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I structure of’ the situation , and domestic factors. One

I 
cannot equate objective and subjective clarity without

referring to environmental variables that are uncon—

I trolled by the threat source.

David Baldwin formulated his own communications

I requirement s for a threat In perceptual terms :

If A wants to use threats or promises to get B

I to do X , he mus t ensure that B has answers t o
three questions : (1) what does A want B to do ,
(2) what will A do if B does not comply, and

• 
I 

(3) what will A do if B does comply? .

This information need not be provided by A.
It is only ne~essary that B have it , not that

I
A provide it.°

Because many forces may act on an objectively

I clear communication so as to make the subjective per-

ception of meaning or Intent ambiguous or incorrect

I the source, If his goal is to communicate with clarity,

I 
must take extra steps toward that end .

A fact plus an explanation of Its significance
are more likely to communIcate than either the

I fact alone or the interpretative generalization
alone. . . . Deterrent information may fail if
it does not conform to that principle. If It

I consists only of a warning statement or only of
a particular weapons action each unlinked ~o theother, it may not communicate as Intend ed .

~ I The need for action to reinforce verbal

6Baldwin , p. 75.

— 7lthIel de Sola Pool , “Deterrence as an Influ—

I ence Process,” in Theory and Research on the Causes of
War , eds. Dean 0. ~ruitt and Richard C. Snyder , p. l9~ .

I
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I communica tion Is often c ited , but a less obvious

I 
requirement 1~~ the need for verbal clarity In order to

re inforce  possibly ambiguous  ac t ion . Noting that  the

I first move of a planned series is a “common instance

of a military fact that does not communicate without

I Interpretation ,” Ithiel de Sola Pool states:

To the actor who knows his tota l plan, the

I significance of the first moves may seem
glaringly obvious. It is hard for him to
avoid overestimating how much he is corn-

I municating. Redundan~e and more redundance
is usually necessary .°

I
A related function of” clarity, especially in

nuc lear deterrence , Is to make up for “lack of empirical

I validation of signals.” Jervis notes that nuclear

threats may tend to have less and less impact , s ince

I none have been carried out . “In the case of threats of

I 
all—out nuclear war, one cannot ‘reInvigorate ’ the

signals by following them with the indicated action. ” 9

I This leads to a major theoretical function of clarity

in deterrence threats——the enhancement of credIbility.

I Maximum clarity in threats tends to produce

I 8IbId . An example given is that “An Am erican
build up of convent ional NATO forces or of mobi le retalia-
tory forces could be a f irst step towar d a later reduc-

I t ion of more provocat ive forces , but unless unambiguous-
ly labeled , it could be interpreted as an over—all force
buildup .” In such a case, the target would seek out

I valid indices and look upon signals with suspicion.

9Jervis , Logic of Images , p. 226.

t
- .
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I maximum credibility by engaging values such as national

prestige and bargaining reputation)0 Thus , statements

I of a clear threat actually creat e as well as communicate

I commitment . Somet imes the line between the two func-

tions Is finely drawn.

f The primary means by which clarity increases

credibility is through communication of automatism of

I response:

I His [the source ’s] credibility Increases as his
array of alternatives decreases. By backing
himself into a corner—— ”I have no cholce”——t he
threatener max imizes credibility at the cost of

I flexibility.11

The use of automat ism Is not peculiar to

I deterrence , but rather is a longstanding bargaining

I tact ic:

A negot iat or may ef fect ively influence an

I 
opponent by communicating (and demonstrating)
that he is irretrievably committed to a posi-
t ion because of domes tic , ideQ~ogica1 or
scientific—legal constraints.’

I The overall effect of a negotiating strategy of

automatism is thus to remove responsibility from the

10Snyder, “Crisis Bargaining,” p. 2117.
11E. James Lieberman , “Threat and Assurance in

‘.h~ Conduct of Conflict ,” in International Conflict and

I Behaviora l Science, ed. Roger Fisher ( New York : Bas ic
~‘oks, 1964), p. 113.

I 
12DanIel Druckman , Human Fact ors In Internat ion-

~.g~yit?ons: Social— Psychological Aspects of
!svb ,~~~~ i_Conflict (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1973), p. 33.
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I negotiator if his deterrence attempt Is challenged.

Denial of the source ’s ability to restrain his own

I act ions in case of deterrence failure is often referred

I
to as the “rationality of irrationality .”13 The

strategy of automatism is irrational in its means , but

I rational In its goal. It requires that the source

“leave as little room as possible for judgment or

I discret ion in carrying out the threat ,”~~ clearly a

I 
denial of rationality; yet, by the very level of

commitment the strategy communicates , the possibil ity of

I war is decreased—-a rational goal. The ideal bargaining

posit ion, in order to maximize rationality of both means

I and ends , would be to eff ect ively c ommunicat e (cause

I the perception of) complete automatism, while st ill

retaining flexibility of action in actuality.

I Automat ism, far from being an exclusively

- 
theoret ical concept , has been purposefully emp loyed on

I numerous occasions . Henry Kissinger notes that

I 13flerman Kahn goes so far as to descr ibe a
Rationality of Irrationality war, which “corresponds to
a situation in which neither side really believes the

I issue is big enough to go to war but both sides are
willing to use some partial or total committal strategy
to force the other side to back down; as a result they

I may end up in a war that they would not have gone into
if either side had realIzed ahead of time that the other
side would not back down even under pressure.” See

I Kahn , p. 293.

~
lSche1ling, p. 140.

I
I
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I perman2ntly stationed American troops in Europe function

as a hostage , guaranteeing a U.S. response to a Soviet

I military incursion.

It is a reminder to the Communist leaders that
I In case of a Soviet attack we have to some

extent resigned control over our actions . The

I 
rat ionality of res istance will no longer be
the issue. There will not be time for fine
calculations. Our deployment ensures a measure
of automatism in our response which no verbal

I commitment could achieve.15 (Italics mine.)

Western European nervousness about a poss ib le

I American withdrawal from Europe can be interpreted as a

I 
general recognition that the Amer ican deterrence posture

would stand to lose much credibility once the element

I of automatism is removed. The American Berlin Brigade,

whose day—to—day function is more ceremonial than

I martial, nevertheless functions not as a symbol of

American commitment , but as a guarantor of It as a

hostage. As such, It effectively creates and communi—

I cates commitment .

Chiang Kai—shek employed a strat egy of automat ism

I in 1958 when he moved a large proportion of his troops

~ I 
to the offshore islands, knowing it would be impractical

to evacuate them under fire. He thus left the United

I States with no choice but to assist in the defense of

~
‘5Henry A. Kissinger , The Necessity for Choice:

Pros~ ects of American Foreign Policy (New York : Harper,

j ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the offshore islands since their loss would have

jeopardized the security of Formosa. In and of itself,

the movement of’ a critical portion of the Nationalist

ii 
army to Quemoy, where it would be subject to b lockade

and Communist art illery assault , was clearly irrat iona l .

t However , the goal of the irrational act was rational-—

the reluctant commitment of the Un ited States to a

policy of only marginal national interest .16

An interesting example illustrating the risks

of automat ism is also prov ided by the Quemoy cr isis.

On 7 September 1958, Khrushchev , perceiving a general

decrease in tension and reduced chanc e of general war,

issued the following explicit threat in a letter to

Eisenhower:

An attack on the Chinese People ’s Republic , which
Is a great ally , friend , and neighbor of oi~country , is an attack on the Soviet Union .

Very quickly,  the level of automatism implied

in the threat began to frighten the Soviets themselves,

U 
who evidently became aware that they could be dragged

Into war with the United States over the offshore

Islands because of an indiscretion or premeditated act

fl l6phomas c~ Schelling, Arms and Influence (NewI Haven : Yale University Press, 1966), p. 113.

I 

17Prav da, 9 September 1958 , cited by John R.
Thomas , “Soviet Behavior in the Quemoy Crisis of 1958 ,”
Orbis 6 (Spring 1962) : 50.

I
H 
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I of the PRC. Beginning four days later, the level of

I 
automatism was gradually reduced by subsequent “clarif i-

catIons ” of the original statement . Khrushchev was

I careful not to reference the Sino—Soviet Pact, since

the Pact provided for automatic response by one party if

I the other were attacked)8 Soviet reluctanc e to employ

clear verbal threats to communicate a strategy of

I automatism is significant because it provides an actual

I case in which clarity of threat is a dependent variable.

The f inal form of the Soviet deterrent threat was

I ambiguous, providing a true reflection of Soviet

I 
commitment to go to war to assist the PRC In regaining

the offshore Islands. The level of commitment was low,

and a strategy of” automatism could not be employed .

Thus, in at least one documented case , comm itment coul d

J I not be created by the mere verbalization of It. Degree

of clarity was clearly dependent upon degree of ex ist ing

I pol itical commitment , and was not a readily manipulable

I independent variable.

Automatism may be either mechanical or admin—

I ist ra t ive)9  Mechanical automatism is most graphically

I l8Ib id . ,  pp. 52— 53 .
19Glenn H. Snyder , “Deterrenc e and Power ,”

Journal of Conflict  Resolution 14 (June 1960) : 173.

-
I
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I illustrated by Herma~. Kahn ’s Doomsday Machine.20 For

obvious reasons , the Dooms day Machine is not a rat ional

I or reasonable policy option for any country , but it

I effectively illustrates the conceptually ideal form of

mechanical automatism. More realistically, Snyder notes

I that “complete mechanical automation is probably

impossible in military affairs,” but that the use of

I ground troops as a “trip—wire ” for nuclear retaliation

I is a kind of automating device.21

Administrat ive automat ism, on the other hand ,

I is manifested by verbal communication of commitment

without reinforcing actions. Snyder presents the

Eisenhower Doctrine as an example of administrative

I automatism by virtue of the provision that United States

intervention is to take place at the request of the

I country attacked .22 Thus , the commitment is irrational

in that the United States would appear to surrender its

20”The device is protected from enemy action

I (perhaps by being put thousands of feet underground )
and then connected to a computer which is in turn
connected , by a reliable communication system , to

I 
hundreds of sensory devices all over the United States.
The computer would then be programmed so that If, say ,
five nuclear bombs exploded over the United States, the
device would be triggered and the earth destroyed .” See

I Kahn, p. 1145.
2
~Snyder, “Deterrence and Power,” b c .  cit.

I
I
I
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I option of not militar ily support ing a country request ing

I 
help. Administrative automatism is tied closely to the

nonsituational view of international commitment that is

part and parcel of the American collective security

system. In direct opposition is the situational view

I of c ommitment , most vehemently supported by France

I 
under de Gaulle . In general terms , Franc e refuses to

recognize the validity of administrative automatism ,

I while the United States regards Its efficacy as a prime

tenet of its foreign policy.23

I American policy makers are generally suspicious

I 
of ambiguity in deterrence threats. Henry Kissinger

states three reasons why uncertainty in nuclear threats

I should be minimized . First , it has not worked in the

past , in that ambiguous verbalization of American

I commitment has failed to prevent the Berlin Blockade,

I
. the Korean War, the Soviet invasion of Hungary , or “the

constant threat of missile and nuclear attacks.~
1214

k Second , enough ambiguity as to probability of react ion

already exists naturally in the situation . To add to

I it consciously would have the effect of reducing

I 23Franklin B. Weinstein , “The Concept of a
Commitment in International Relations ,” Journal of

- 
Conflict Resolution 13 (March 1969): 39—56.

211Ki.ssinger, p. 52.

I
I
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I credibility drastically :

I 
Regardless of what we say , there always exists
the possibility that we might recoil at the
last moment before the prospects of a cataclysm .
To strive for ambiguity deliberately must magni—

I fy these fears. Our all—out deterrent may work
for a while longer despite its increasing lack
of credibility. But we should consider this a

I fortunate bonus . To make of ambigu i~ y a princi-ple of conduct is to court disaster . ~

I 
Third , Kissinger def ines two ty pes of uncertain-

ty: uncertainty as to range of resistance and uncer—

I tainty as to whether we will resist at all. He

mainta ins the latter “must weaken deterrence because

I it leaves open the possibility of non.-resistance.~t 26

I 
All three criticisms of the use of ambiguity rely upon

the key assumption that degree of clarity is a readily

I manipulable tool In the hands of policy makers and need

neither reflect nor be dependent upon the level of

J existing political commitment .

Herman Kahn provides an almost made to order

example of fallacious reasoning in assuming that

I clarity of threat is a panacea for all strategic ills.

To solve the problem of credibility of the American

I nuclear deterrent on behalf of Western Europe, Kahn

I 
proposes that a European Strategic Defense Community

(ESDC) be established . The ESDC would Incorporate a

I 251b1d., p. 53. 26 1b 1d., p. 511 .

I
I

~ 
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I doctrine of “proportionate nuclear reprisal .” Standing

orders (presumably well publicized in order to gain

I administrative automatism ) would call for a tit for

I tat response to any nuclear attack on the Atlantic

Community. Command and control would be made reliable

I by a “fail—dangerous” system in which any nuclear

attack on command and control would be met by a

I drastically increased nuclear response.

I While many details remain to be discussed , I
would judge that with proper design and deploy-
ment and such a [announced] targett ing doctr ine,

I 
one could probably solve most if not all the
command—and-control , vulner~~ility, and crèdl-
bility problems of an ESDC .-~’

I Kahn assumes that such a doctr ine of admin-

istrative automatism could be employed without

I addressing the underlying existing problems of nuclear

I 
cooperation and credibility of response. Clarity and

ambiguity are not nearly so manipulable as Kahn

I I assumes. The level of perceived clarity is closely

tied to real clarity of commitment . There can be only a

narrow range of divergence between the levels of actual

I 
and communicated commitment to what may be an irrational

strategy .

I It may be useful at this point to examine the

I 
27Herman Kahn, On Escalation; Metaphors and

Scenarios (New York: Praeger, 1965), p. 267.

I
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I function of the ultimatum , which is generally recog-

nized to be the least ambiguous means of communicating

I a threat . The classic ultimatum consists of three

i components: a specific demand ; a time limit , which may

be explicit or implicit ; and a threat of punishment for

I noncompliance that is sufficiently strong and credible.28

“The most formidable document ever presented by one

I independent state to another”29 was the ultimatum that

I Austria—Hungary delivered to Serbia on 23 July 19111,

following the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand

I at Sarajevo. The ultimatum contained ten demands that

had to be fulfilled . The Serbian Intention to comply

I had to be communicated to the Austro—Hungarian govern—

I ment within forty-eight hours. The Serbian government

drafted a conciliatory reply in which five demands

I were accepted , four were accepted with reservation or

request for clarification , and one was rejected . The

I Austrians , eager to begin military operations , ignored

I the fact that the Serbs had probably attempted to comply

with the note to the greatest extent possible. Dipbo—

I matic relations were broken, and Austria-Hungary

28George et al., pp. 27—28 .

Laurence Lafore, The Long Fuse: An Interpre-

I tation of the Origins of Woi~ld War I (Philadelphia:
Llppincott , 1971), p. 225.

I
I
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I mobilized against Serbia. The actual function of the

ultimatum was to instigate, rather than deter , the out-

break of war . Thus absolute clarity of threat may be

I of as limited utility as absolute ambiguity in deter-

rence threats. A more reasonable approach to the

I question of clarit y may be to conceptualize the problem

I 
as a search for the optimum , rather than the maximum ,

degree of clarity. It is reasonable that the optimum

I degree of clarity will vary from situation to situation ,

and that the degree of communicated clarity can with

I rare exception stray in only a limited degree from the

I 
clarity with which policy makers perceive their level

of actual commitment to a policy of’ deterrence.

Functions of AmbIguity

I Preserving Options

I 
If the primary function of clarity is to impute

a degree of automatism to deterrence threats, then the

I primary function of ambiguity is to detract from that

automatism. Obviously, and with good reason , few

I threats in the real world are completely explicit.

I First , keeping the magnitude of a threat as low as

possible ensures that the cost will be low if deterrence

I Is challenged .3° Second, too much automatism is

30jervis, Logic of Images, p. 82.

1

I
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I destabilizing because it provides motivation for a

preemptive at tack. Thir d, If aut omat ism is an irration-

al strategy that deliberately limits options, then

maintaining flexibility is the strategy of rationality

and Is the one in fact that Is most often employed .

It is essent ial , t hen , to be clear about the
• range of uncertainty which is acceptable. The

lower limit must not include the possibility of
-- yielding or of a resistance so feeble that

aggression is encouraged . The upper limit must
not pose a threat which is either incredible or
which would provoke a pre—emptive attack if
believed . The lower limit of uncertainty should

• set the minimum price unacceptably high and ,
- -  while keeping the maximum price open, avoid the

Impression of an automatism ~hich is out of
control once force is used .3

It is true that any degree of ambiguity tends

to weaken the deterrent va lue of a given thr eat , but

the flexibility that Is thereby retained is usually

essential to cope with changing conditions in real

world situations.

Specif ically,  an ambiguous threat prov ides an

out if deterrence is subsequently challenged and the

source is unwilling to carry out the threat . Once the

target refuses to fulfill the specified demand , that

Interest is lost unless the source wishes to reorient

11- his policy from deterrence to defense. However , because

if 
3
~KissInger , p. 55.

321k1e , p. 75.

I
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I of ambiguity in his original threat , the source may

emerge from the situation with his important bargaining

I reputation and prestige essentially intact , or at leas t

I 
to a greater extent than if he had reneged on an

explicit threat.

I He can re interpret the t hr eat , imply that it
really didn ’t mean what It had seemed to mean,
claim that the contingency or behavior of the

I other party is not that which was intended
to activate the original threat , or even cla im
that he never really thr eatened at all. In
shor t, ambiguity “preserves options ” ; the
threatener can avo id fu lf illment with minimum
value loss or can act at a lower level of
mutual cost and risk t han he had t hreatened .

One Interpretat ion of the “preserving opt ions ”

I function of ambiguity is that it allows a threat source

to make a nons ituat lona l p ledge , but to interpret it

I using situational criteria when confronted with a

I 
specific challenge :

Thu s If a state p ledges itself to protec t another
against aggression and subsequently the other is

I faced with infiltration and subversion , the state
may be able to renege on Its commitment by claim-
ing that it had only pledged itself to react in

I case of direct aggression (i.e., armed at tack
of large—scale units across borders). Of course
such decommitting Is difficult or Impossible to
carry out if events are unambiguous and the

I actor has clearly spell~ ç1 out what it will take
to activate his pledge.5’~

I 33Snyder , “C risis Bargaining , ” p . 2 147; also
Jervis , Logic of Images, pp. 125—26.

I 3M j er~ is , Logic of Images, p. 158.

I1
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I The strategy of preserving opt ions through a

degree of ambiguity allows the source to interpret his

I own threat as he wishes in response to changing condi—

tions. The essence of a totally explicit threat Is

that the source forfeits his right to reinterpret his

I original threat. In actuality, a sourc e may renege on

even the most explicit threat , even one incorporating

I a high degree of administrative automatism. When he

I does so, the source is liable to suffer extraordinary

costs in terms of lost credibility, prestige , and future

I bargaining power since his renege can only be inter—

preted as a backing down or as a change in policy when

I under pressure. On the other hand , reneging on an

ambiguous threat is not nearly as costly, ‘~ince it can

be construed not as a change In policy or even a rein—

I terpretat ion, but as an action consistent with the

original intent of the policy. The reneging source

I will deny that any change or reinterpretation is taking

I place , but that he Is acting In accordance with how he

perceived he would act in such a circum3tance at the

I time the policy was originated. The function of’

ambiguity Is not to make it easier for a source to

- • I renege on his threat , but to reduce the costs to himself

I if such an action becomes necessary . Disregarding the

special case of mechanical automatism , which Is likely

I
I
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to remain of greater theoretical than practical value ,

the source always has the option of reneging on a

threat, regardless of how explicitly it was originally

defined . The above discussion is highly simplified ,

since it has been assumed that deterrence is challenged

ft only once and the source has a one—time decision

whether or not to fulfill the threatened sanction . In

actuality, deterrence challenge and response is a fluid

process.

Because interaction between source and target

II Is a continual process , ambiguity finds great utility

in allowing each party to modify his position in

response to feedback. Ambiguity allows both source

and target to put out feelers or probes that can be

denied If the response Is not appropriate. This

II function of ambiguity “allows an actor to move back to

his old position If he has to, not in the sense of

retracting an old offer . . . but in the sense of
retaining his previous Image.”35

By providing the source with the means by which

he can modify his threat after feedback is’ received,

ambiguity may also be useful in Increasing the

effectiveness of a threat :

II 351b1d., pp. 123_211 ; also Schelling, Arms and
Influence, pp. 67—68.

I
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I Keeping threats ambiguous early in the crisis
preserves the opportunity for escalating
pressure on the opponent by gradually making
them more explicit and moving closer to com-
mitment . Feedback obtained from the adver-
sary ’s reaction to earlier signals allows

I 
one to better judge the prq~able effective-ness of firmer commitment .~

Taking Advantage of Conservative
Interpretation

I A second widely recognized function of ambiguity

is to keep the magnitude of the objective threat low,

I while counting on the target ’s own belief system or

other influences to create a high magnitude of threat

perception. This function is based on the assumption

I that for any given objective threat , a perception of

the magnitude of both components will be created . If

I the demand and sanction are both defined explicitly and

there is every attempt to reduce ambiguity and noise in

the system, then it Is likely that the target ’s threat

I perception will closely coincide with the source ’s

perception of the threat he is communicating. However ,

I if ambiguity is introduced by the source or enters the

I ~
6Snyder , “Crisis Bargaining,” p. 2~48~ Similar—

R ly, “A nation may be able to guard itself against a
broader range of Injustices If there is some ambiguity

I about the circumstances under which it will retaliate.
See Dean G. Pruitt , “Definition of the Situation as a
Determinant of International Action ,” in International

I Behavior; A Social—Psychological Analysis , ed. Herbert
C. Kelman (New York: Holt , Rinehart & Winston, 1965),
p. MOl .
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I system for any reason, then the target ’s perception of

the threat Is likely to diverge from the objective

I threat. The target may perceive the threat liberally,

I i.e., perceive a less restrictive demand and/or less

severe sanction than Intended by the source, or the

I target rr~~ perceive the threat conservatively, I.e.,

perceive greater demands on it enforced by a greater

I magnitude of response than would be indicated by the

I 
objective threat . When the source believes that for

whatever reason the threat will be Interpreter

I servatively, then It Is advantageous for the souree to

employ a measure of ambiguity, thereby keeping the

I objective threat magnitude as low as possible .

I 
The prevalence of worst case planning and the

relatively greater Importance of capability over intent

I In deterrence “equations” dictate that there may be a

better than 50 percent chance that any given threat will

I be perceived conservatively. Thus, ambiguity may find

I 
utility in most deterrent threats, if It Is to the

advantage of the source to have his threat appear

I greater in magnitude than it may be in fact .

This conclusion Is supported by evidence from a

simulation in which six nations were manned by subjects

I 
In decision—making roles. Each nation was concerned

with attaining three goals: expanding consumer goods,

I
I

- 
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I increasing national defense, and developing a nuclear

capability. Two nations that were manned by confeder—

I ates of the experimenters introduced a potentially

I threatening situation on the average of once per hour

during each ten-hour experimental run. Each hour of

I the simulation , subjects filled out a questionnaire in

which they indicated If the Induced event had made any

I of their assigned goals harder or easier to attain.

When a subject responded that there was increased

difficulty In goal attainment , then he was considered

I to have perceived threat . Thus, threat was defined as

the perceived interference with goal attainment . The

I conclusion of the experimenters was that “when a

I potentially threatening stimulus Is directed toward an

individual he perceives it as threatening that (those)

I goal(s) which he is most motivated tr achieve.”37

Thus, at least in this particular simulation , It would

I appear that any ambiguity in a threat is resolved by

the target in a manner favorable to the source.

An analysis put forth by Dean Pruitt character—

1 Izes threat perception as an inference derived from the

combination of evidence and predispositions. The

- I
Margaret 0. Hermann, “Testing a Model of Psy-

chological Stress,” Journal uf Personality 3~1 (SeptemberI 1966) : 392.

I
I
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I stronger a predisposition, the more relative influence

It will have on the perception. The weaker or more

I ambiguous the evidence , the greater the influence of

I predispositions . Six sources of predisposition listed

by Pruitt are: (1) existIng dIstrust ; (2) past

I experience (e.g., the United States socialIzed to great

fear of surprise attack due to Pearl Harbor); (3) worst

I case contingency planning (there is a tendency for a

I person Involved In planning for a threat to see a

greater probability of that threat coming true than

I someone not involved in planning for It); (LI ) building

of Institutions for coping with threat (such Institu—

I tions depend upon the existence of threat for their

justificatIon; their bureaucratic ideolo~y becomes

intertwined with perception of threat); (5) reversal of

I cause and effect ~~eople are likely to find It incon—

sistent to prepare for a threat that may not exist; thus

I when an institution exists to cope with a threat , it

I makes the threat appear more real”); and (6) tendency to

transfer anxiety (“general feeling of apprehension

I without a specific object”) into fear (existence of a

specific object), since anxiety is usually more dis—

I treasing than tear.~
8

~
8pruitt, “Definition of the Situation,” pp. 1l0O~

I
I -
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I Robert Jervis alludes to the existence of a

cognitive threshold that any incoming evidence must

I surmount In order to be accepted . A threat that does

I not conflict with the target ’s belief system can be

quite ambiguous , while a threat that does conflict with

I it would have to be quite explicit In order to surmount

the cognitive barrier erected against Its correct

I interpretation. Content analysIs has demonstrated that

I Interpretation of incoming stimuli is greatly affected

by the actor ’s existing belief system .39

I The Soviet Union has been particularly adept at

creating uncertainty as to capabilities and then taking

I advantage of the Western tendency to exaggerate the

r strength of Soviet arms. Because of the Soviet closed

society and extremely restrictive information policies

I In defense matters, It has been relatively easy for the

Soviets to lay the seeds for false perception of their

I capabilities.

The clearest available example Is the result of

3901e HolstI found that decision makers actI upon their “image” of the situation , rather than upon
“objective” reality, and that the belief system plays
an Integral role in the cognitive process. Through

I content analysis of John Foster Dulles ’ public papers,
Hoisti found that “Contrary information . . . were [aid
reinterpreted In a manner which did not do violence to

• the original image.” See Holati, “The Belief System ,”
p. 2119; also Jervis , “Hypotheses on Misperception,”
pp. 1154—6 1.

I
I
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I the July 1955 AviatIon Day fly—by of Bison jet bombers

over Moscow. The appearance of the bomber in squadron

strength took Western observers by surprise, and the
- fly—by created a Western perception of a Soviet inter-

continental nuclear delivery means two years before

Sputnik. There is evidence that the Bison fly—by was a

sham; the same squadron of Bisons may have been flying

In wide circles , reappearing every few mInutes.~
I0 The

perception of a bomber gap was created in the West when

in actuality the Soviets never had any intention of

competing with the numerically and qualitatIvely

superior American manned bomber force. The Soviets

intended from the very beginning to rely almost

exclusively on Intercontinental missiles , and wanted

only to buy time In which to develop and deploy a force

of nuclear rockets.

-~~ The great political success achieved by the
July , 1955, Bison fly—by , even in the absence
of Soviet efforts to follow up with extrava—

p gant claims and new demonstrations , must have
Impressed the Soviet leaders with the strong

I ~I tendency of the West to exaggerate the U.S.S.R.’s
strategic capabilities and to Incline toward LI ].-. pessimism in estimating the strategic balance.

The Soviets took advantage of the carefully

Dulles, The Craft of’ Inte11i~ence (NewYork: Harper & Row, 1963), p. 1119.

11’Ibid. ,  p. 29.

I
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I contrived bomber and missile gaps, most notably in the

vague threats made against Britain and France In con—

I junction with the Suez Crisis. The Soviet use of

I ambIguity provides a textbook case in first InculcatIng

an exaggerated perception of source capabilities , and

I then takIng advantage of’ the target ’s belief system In

allowing a conservative perception of an ambiguous

I threat to be formed .

I It would be a disservice to leave the reader

with the impression that there Is unanimity In the

I literature on this function of ambiguity. Morton

Deutsch , after conceding that ambiguity Is only apt to

I be of sustained advantage when it leads to an over—

I estimation of the potential costs of noncompliance ,

proceeds to advance two caveats to the utility of

I ambiguity. The first is as fol]~ows:

If’ the threat has to be implemented because of

I noncompliance , it will look rather puny in
comparison with what had been expected . As a
result, the threatener will lose credibI1~~y

I despite his implementation of his threat .

This first caveat builds upon the fact that the

I utility of ambiguity In exploiting the conservative

nature of a target ’s belief system has been considered

I only in terms of deterrence success. It has been

I lI2 Deutach , The Resolut ion of’ Conflict, p. 137.

I
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assumed that the conservative perception will be suf-

ficient to guarantee that the threat need not be ful—

I filled ; If fulfillment is required , Deutsch Is correct

I tnat the source will probably be unable to match the

expected level of violence.

I Deutsch’s second caveat Involves a preemptive

discounting of’ any ambiguou s threat , because the target

I will 1’- hat “vagueness In one ’s promises or threats

( is c- !dvant age when one has little power to

de ictual benefits or harms.”11
~

I After all, if one really has the determination
and ability to benefit or harm the other suf-
ficiently to motivate his compli~~ce, why would

I one want to be vague about this?

The answer to that question will be found in

I the substance of the case study pi~esented In this

I paper. For the moment , a rejoinder to Deutach’s

question must emphasize that taking advantage of the

I expected conservative predisposition of the target is

Indeed one valid use of ambiguity, but it Is by no

I means the only use. Therefore, the target in tieutsch’s

J 
analysis cannot assume that ambiguity is of necessity

always correlated with weakness. 11
~

I 1131b1d . ~~Ibid.

I 
4
~Robert Tucker argues that Israel should adoptan explicit policy of nuclear deterrence In lieu of its

present ambiguous policy of maintaining a “nuclear

II
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I Miscellaneous Functions

1. An ambiguou s threat minimizes provocation

I by engaging the target’s pride and self-respect to a

lesser degree than an explicit threat .116 It therefore

makes compliance with the source ’s demand more pala-

t I table, since no nation wants to appear as if it is

taking a course of action dictated by another state.

Thus, ambiguity of threat , in addition to minimizing

I the source ’s costs in case of failure , also minimizes

the target’s prestige loss In the case of deterrence

success.

I option.” He argues there is little to be gained In
pursuing the present coyness as to existence of Israeli
nuclear weapons . Acknowledging their existence would
decrease Israeli dependence on the United States,

I prov~de territorial security without depending onoccupied lands, ease the financial drain on Israel’s
economy , and create the perception among the Arabs that

I the destruction of the state of Israel is an impossible
goal. See Robert W. Tucker, “Israel and the United
States: From Dependence to Nuclear Weapons?” Commentary

I 60 (November 1975): 29_143. The counter argument
stresses that Israel’s policy of ambiguity avoids the
inevitable International censure that would follow
announcement of an explicit nuclear deterrence policy.

- 
- I In addition , Arab suspicions of the existence of nuclear

weapons and Israel ’s intent to use them in a last resort
situation already provide a deterrent function without
the unfavorable political consequences that would
follow a formal policy announcement . In 1966, Shimon
Peres (now Israel ’s Defense Minister) told the Knesset :

I “I know that the Arabs suspect our nuclear intentions ,
and I know that this suspicion is a deterrent force.
Then why should we allay these suspicions?” Time, 17

I 
November 1975, p. 52.

116Snyder, “Crisis BargaIning,” pp. 2117—118.

I
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I 2. SchellIng has pointed out that In certain

cases , complete clarity may be self—defeating .

I If in order to prove that one is committed to
a threat . . . one must display evidence of

I the commitment or the capability to the other
party, the evidence may be of a kind that
necessarily yields information helpful to

I 
the second party in combatting the threat .

If , to prove we wou ld fight a local war
in an ambiguous area, it were necessary to
station troops there ahead of time , the enemy

I would have the advantage of knowing their
exact location rather than having to prepare
in all directlons .147

Implementation of sophisticated satellite

I reconna issanc e techniques has changed the situat ion

somewhat since The Strategy of Conflict was written,

I but the direction of change has added increased value

to ambiguity. Now , the source does not have to delve

I into his own resources to demonstrate the existence of

I a particular piece of potentially threatening hardware ;

he can let the target expend his own resources to find

I out for himself. In addition , information gained by

the target ’s own resources will be treated as an Index ,

I rather than as a signal , and will be that muc h more

I 
convincing . One can interpret the relative decline of

showmanship and ostentation In the annual Moscow May

I I Day parades as reflecting Soviet understanding of this

I 
point . Prior to the advent of reconnaissance

117Schelllng , Strategy of’ Conflict, p. 176.

I
I
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f satellites, the Western world had to depend upon the

- 
annual parades for a good deal of intelligence concern-

ing new Soviet developments and even production levels

(as In the 1955 Bison sham). The Soviets wev e thus

afforded the opportunity to shape Western perceptions

in a manner that would support their own goals.

Satellite technology has largely negated this function

of the parades.

- 3. Drawing from the context of international

negotiations , Jervis notes that If a diplomat wishes

to convey his government ’s ambivalence on an issue ,

then ambiguity becomes a useful tool of communIcation .
1
~
8

Ambiguity thus becomes both the form and content of

- accurate communication in such an instance.

Ithiel de Sola Pool notes that clarity of

communicat ion is useful in tea ching, but that deterrence

involves both teaching and the creation of a motlva—

tional state in the target. “Raising certainty may help

if the objective Is to teach a conclusion; lowering

it may help If the objective is to compel caution and

indecIsion.11
~ A recent study concluded that the

creation of disparity between Soviet claims and actual

118JervIs, Logic of Images, p. 128.

II 119de Sola Pool, p. 1914 .

I
I
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I capabilities served the political purpose of heightening

I uncertainty in the West. Such uncertainty was usefu l

in conc ealing Soviet vulnerability when the USSR was

I strategically inferior and in enhancing Soviet credi-

bility when the USSR did not , In fact, possess a

I “potent capability.”5° The findings were consistent

I with Horelick and Rush ’s conclusion that the goal of

Soviet deception was to deepen their opponents ’ uncer—

I talnties and anxieties about the strategic balance and

conceal their own .51

I There is obviously a fine line between ambiguity

J and deception , and In actual practice the two may be

undifferentiable. Uncertainty must be established

I before gaps in the target’s knowledge can be filled by

d-ecept Ion.

1 14. Research Into International negotiation

- behavior Indicates that ambiguity in the terminology of

agreements is often used in order to preserve some

1 agreement when basic differences still remain.52

I 50Alfred L. Monks and Kenyon N. Griffin , “Soviet
Strategic Claims , 19611—1970,” Orbis 16 (Summer 1972):
530.

I 51Arnold L. Horelick and Myron Rush , Strategic
Power and Soviet Foreign PolIçy (Chicago : University
of Chicago Press, 1966), p. 5.

I 52Ikle, p. 15; also Jack Sawyer and Harold
Guetzkow, “Bargaining and Negotiation in International

I•
1
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I Noncommittal, vague , and general statements often

emerge from conferences in which no substantIve solu—

I tions to specific problems were agreed upon. Thus,

I ambiguity keeps channels open for a future agreement .53

This function of ambiguity, when transferred to the

I context of deterrence, leaves the door open for a more

conciliatory InterpretatIon or denial of the original

I threat If cooperative behavior is forthcoming . Con-.

ciliatory and cooperative behavior is more likely to

t follow In the wake of a vague threat than after delivery
514I of an ultimatum .

5. Ambiguity may enhance the communication

I function of a threat by reducing fear arousal. The

Relations,” in International Behavior; A Social—
Psychological Analysis , ed. Herbert C. Kelman (New York :
Holt, Rinehart & Winston , 1965), p. 1487 .

I 53”Where neither side to a conflict can
acknowledge the outlines of a settlement that both may

I nevertheless be willing to accept in time , ambiguity is
indispensable. . . . Ambiguity over ends is a valid and
indeed, essential procedure where there is a reasonable
expectation that differences between adversaries , though

I profound at the outset of the step-by—step process , can
eventually be narrowed through agreements which slowly
establish an Increasing measure of trust and confidence.”

I See Tucker, p. 31.

~
14Three hours before the Serbian response to the

- I Austrian ultimatum was delivered , Serbia ordered the
army mobilized and made plans to transfer the govern-
ment from Belgrade to a less exposed site in southern
Serbia. Thus, they anticipated war would result even in

I the face of the conciliatory tone of the note they were
drafting. See Lafore, p. 2314 .

I
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I substance of’ communicat ion is often that the source Is

beginning the process of’ commitment that may later

I result in a willingness to take risks or absorb costs

I In order to protect its interest.55

The common diplomatic phrases “we will not stand
(or sit) Idly by” while state B does something,

I or state B “must bear complete responsibility
for the consequences of its actlcns ” are threats
of this kind . They do not commit the threatener

I to specific actions, but indicate that state B’s
actions are perceived as dangerous and could
lead to v~gious forms of counter—action or

I reprIsal.~
Communications in a threat format constitute a

I means of transition from normal diplomatic interchange

to the pure language of a threat system . As relations

I between source and target undergo a transformation

I from normality to military deterrence , messages in a

threat format will function decreasingly as means of

I communication and Increasingly as threat statements.

Ambiguity serves to enhance the communication

I function by controlling the level of fear perceived by

I the target . “The lesson seems to be to use enough

threat to generate stress, but not so much as to

55james E. Dougherty and Robert L. Pfaltzgraff,
- Jr., Contending Theories of International Relations

(Philadelphia: Lipincott , 1971), p. 268.

K. J. Holsti , International Politics: A

l Framework for Analysis (Englewood lift’s, N.J.:
Prentice—Hall , 1967), p. 233.

I
I
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I produce high anxiety.”57 The Implied assumption is

that there exists a positive relationship between

I clarity of threat and Induced stress. If the assumption

is correct , then there should be an optimum degree of

stress that the source would like to impose on the

I target in a given situation , and hence, an optimum

degree of ambiguity.

I Various authors have made reference to psy—

I 
chological findings that quality of response increases

with the introduction of mild stress, but decreases as

I the level of stress Increases past a certain point .

One form of attack on the rationality assumption of

I deterrence theory is that deterrence is most likely to

I be tested under crisis conditions in which levels of

fear, anxiety, and stress are great enough to reduce the

I chances for a rational response to a given provoca—

tion.~~
8

I The assumptions upon which the fear—reducing

function of ambiguity is based are highly tentative In

57SInger, “Inter—Nation Influence ,” p. 429.

U 
~
80ne attack on the concept of deterrence itself

focuses on the fact that “Punishments are less than

I Ideal means for influencing behavioral change, especial-
ly when used alone, because they Increase anxiety and
hostility in those upon whom they are used .” See

I Thomas W. Milburn , “What Constitutes Effective Deter-
rence?” Journal of Conflict Resolution 3 (March 1959):
139—140.

I
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nature . Behavioral evidence relevant to these assump-

tions is primarily confined to research designs from

social psychology and simulation . Therefore, a more

complete discussion of this last function of ambiguity

will take place in the section concerned with those

data sources.

Method s of CreatIng Ambiguity

Any attempt to construct a mutually exclusIve

typology of means of implementing ambiguity is doomed

to failure, since rarely is one or another means used

In isolation. The organization of this section ,

therefore , is purely to aid the presentation of

‘I material and is not intended to be of theoretical

significance. Ambiguity is treated In this section as

an independent variable , subject to manipulation by the

source.

Certain subjective conditions of the target

ease the task of the source wishing to project ambiguity.

The smaller the number of highly placed people who know

the source nation well , the poorer the capacity to

empathize with citizens of the source nation , and the

fewer the channels of communication between source and

target, the easier Is the source ’s task of creating

-- — 
- 
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I ambiguity. 59 The target ’s own ineffectual efforts to

determine or correctly interpret available information

~ I often produces ambiguity, independent of the source ’s

I 

I efforts. Ambiguity results from information lack ,

conflicting information , or information overload .

I Information lack was evident In the fIrst days of the

Korean invasion. The exact character of the Invasion

I or South Korea’s ability to deal with it was not known.

I A situation involving conflicting information is
- presented by Kennedy ’s efforts to determine the effects

I of the Buddhist protests against the Diem regime In

South Vietnam in late Summer 1963. He sent Marine

General Victor Krulak and the State Department ’s Joseph

I A. Mendenhall to Vietnam on a fact—finding mission .
- 

Upon their return, they gave sharply differing assess—

1’ ments of the potential effect of protest s on the war

effort . As a result , Kennedy never was able to define

a clear policy toward the Diem regime . The classic

J example of Information overload is the Pearl Harbor

I attack. Conflicting information and noise in the

~ I 
system were associated with overload in hindering

efforts to correctly interpret warnings that hindsight

indicates would have been adequate to prevent the

1 
59PruItt , “Definition of the Situation ,” p. 1405.

~III .
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I catastrophe .60

Ambiguity is most often associated with signals ,

I rather than Indices , and signals are most often

I associated with verbal behavior . Verbal behavior in

international relations is rooted in diplomatic

I language, and there can be no doubt that the ability to

communicat e threats with “outwardly vague and innocuous

I ianguage~
61 Is an advantage to the source. The primary

I function of diplomatic language, however, is not to

induce ambiguity, but to provide clear communication to

I the Intended audience (usually target elites), while

hiding the exact meaning from unintended audiences

I (target and/or source publics).62 This function may be

I In decline as interested public audiences become more

sophisticated , and thus come into possession of the

I “code.” Diplomatic language serves a common interest

“in removing much of the emotional or provocative

I content from threatening communications .”6~ This

function implies that the source does not necessarily

60

I 

l The categories and examples are from Charles
F. Hermanri, Crises in Porei~p PolI~~ (Indianapolis:
Dobbs—MerrIll , 1969), pp. 108—10.

6lSnyder, “Crisis Bargaining ,” p. 2149.

Jervis, Logic of’ Images, pp. 115—16.

~ I 
6
~Snyder, “CrisIs Bargaining,” b e .  cit .
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I help his cause (enhance chances of compliance) by

maximizing fear and anxiety.

Noise is an effective method of creating

I ambigu it y .  Noise is typically generated by echelons

below the top and Is often unauthorized . It communi—

I cates information , but there is no guarantee to the

I target that the informat ion will be cons istent with  the

source ’s official position. Interpretation of noise is

I a risky business , since the target must determine if

the noise is an intentional leak, or if It can be

I construed as an index of dissension within the source ’s

I 
hierarchy . Open societies will generate more noise

than closed societies , since individual government

I agencies are more free to voice their own positions .

The target ’s task becomes increasingly difficult as the

I level of noise increases. This is one of the reasons

I 
why states are reluctant to form perceptions based on

verbal signals unsupported by actions.611

I 611T. Nardin, “Communication and the Effect of
Threats in Strategic Interaction,” Peace Research

I Society (Internat ional) Papers 9 :69— 86 , cIted by Barry
R. Schlenker, Thomas Bonoma , James T. Tedeschi , and
William P. Pivnick , “Compliance to Threats as a Function

I of the Wording of the Threat and Exploitativeness of the
Threatener,” Soclometry 33 (1970): 395. Additionally ,
“Any threat remains somewhat ambiguous until a further
8Upportive response Is made by the threatener. . . . The

I effect of a threat thus seems highly dependent on the
concomitant subsequent behavior of the source, and the
context in which the threat message Is delivered .”

- I I

I
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I Use of potentially unreliable intermediaries

between mutually antagonistic nations serves to protect

I the actors ’ Images, for if conciliatory words are

I construed as a sign of weakness , the originating state

can disclaim them by saying the intermediary inaccurate—

I ly conveyed its intent .6~ North Vietnam gained many

advantages by agreeing to communicate only with

I sympathetic anti—war groups on prisoner of war matters .

I From the official United States point of view , informa-

tion brought back from these intermediaries was unre—

I liable and biased . North Vietnamese use of these groups

was an attempt to: (1) embarrass the American govern-

ment by forcing it to grant semi—official status to the

I peace groups; (2) force the American government to rely

upon these groups for information not obtainable else—

I where; (3) give the peace groups a positive function

In the eyes of the American public , thus increasing

I their status, respectability, and political clout ;

I (4) decrease official morale by putting the U.S.

government on the horns of a dilemma ; either work

I through groups that the government and especially the

military abhorred , or be put in the position of refusing

I information that could lead to increased welfare or

I 6
~JervIs, Logic of’ Images, p. 267.

I
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repatriation of prisoners of war; (5) use the groups to

bring back film and eyewitness reports of humane condi—

I tions in POW camps and American bombing “atrocities.”

I The simultaneous use of many verbal method s of

Inducing ambiguity is best illustrated by the various

I tactics employed by the Soviets In creating Western

perception of a missile gap . Soviet leaders made

( I threats that presupposed capabilities they did not

I have; they demonstrated new weapons and allowed the

J West to credit the USSR with production status or full

I deployment ; they took actions that Implied confidence

that their capabilities were as claimed .66 The Soviets

avoided explicit claims that could have been subject to

I falsification .

The most inflated claims of the Soviet leaders

I pertained to questions that were largely matters
of judgment, such as the consequences of therrno—
nuclear war and the over—all strategic balance
defined grossly. These claims implied the

I possession of very large operational strategic
forces without actually asserting it. It was
left to Western observers to make the l9~ically

I correct, if factually false, inference.0”

Other verbal tactics were to make explicit -

I statements about vague entities (“balance of forces”),

but only vague statements about specific subjects

Horelick and Rush, p. 5.

I 67Ibld., p. 40.

I
I
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I (weapon systems); to state their superiority in quali-

I 
tative rather than quantitative terms; to use repetition

for conditioning; and to reference Western authorities

f as supportive evidence.68 Internal consistency was

maintained through the tight control of media that is a

I characteristic of closed societies.

Military action can be employed ambiguously .

I Thus weapons procurement policies and military deploy—

I ments become a form of communication .6~ The movement

of naval forces has traditionally been a popular method

I of signalling . Their movements can be easily stopped ,

I 
started , and redirected. It is relatively easy to

change the peacefu l or hostile character of a naval

deployment . Hostile actions can be di~ avowed as due to

the unauthorized initiative of a local commander’.

I Land—based aircraft deployment s have been

I 
utilized as a communicator of Intent . The most notable

68Ibid . pp.
6~Lester C. Van Atta , “Arms Control: Human

Control ,” American Psychologist 18 (January 1963): ~IO.

I “Intelligent arms management involves , among other
things , the administration of our’ weapons so as to
convey a message to all countries regarding our national
polIcies.”

U 70Alfred Vagts , Defense and Diplomacy (New York:
King ’s Press, 1956), p. 235; also Jervis, Logic of

I Images, p. 135.

I
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1 example was the rapid deployment of the 83rd Fighter—

Interceptor Squadron from Hamilton Air Force Base,

I California, to Taiwan during the 1958 Formosa Straits

I crisis. At that time, the squadron ’s F—1014 Starfighters

were the highest performance production fighter aircraft

I In the world. Armed with Sidewinder missiles , they

represented the committal of American frontline weapons

I to the defense of the offshore islands. The F—1014s

I made their presence conspicuously known by flying across

the Straits at twice the speed of sound In such a

I fashion as to ensure their presence was noted on main-

land Chinese radars. The selection of aircraft rather

I than army troops in a combat capacity defined the limits

I of the American involvement . As it turned out , the

F— 1011s did not see action , but the Sidewinders did ,

I hung onto Nationalist Chinese F- 86s.

The Soviets typically use the flexibility of

• I military maneuvers as a signalling device , a means of

bringing pressure to bear, and as a means of effecting

a fait accompli. Warsaw Pact forces maneuvering on

Czechoslovakian borders in 1968 performed all three

functions .

I A means of inducing ambiguity that is receiving

I continued attention is the manipulation of risk. Thomas

Schelling has become identified with this means of

I
I
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( Inducing ambiguity through his game theory approach to

s t ra tegic  barga in ing . To Schel l ing , “br inkmansh ip ”

I means “manipulating the shared risks of’ war .”7’

I 
Implicit in the concept Is that the source introduces

the risk, but once it enters the system , the level of

risk is shared by both sides, in the expectation that

the target , because his resolve or his interests at

I stake are not as great , will be less able to tolerate

I 
the risk than the source.

Uncertainty imports tactics of intimidation
Into the game . One can Incur a moderate

t I probability of disaster , sharing it with his
adversary , as a deterrent or compellent
device , where one could not take , or per—

~ I 
suasively threaten to take , a delibera
last clear step into certain disaster.

I Schelling sees the function of threatening

limited war, or more precisely , taking steps that may

I make it impossible to keep from ,falllng into a limited

war, not so much a means of gaining a substantive

• 
I objective , but as means of creating some finite risk of

I escalation to general war that is clearly intolerable

to both sides.73 Schelling sees the ideal function of

I American troops in Europe nDt as one tripwire that

- • I 
71Schelling , Arms and Influence , p. 99.
72Ibid., p. 103.

-

~ • 

73Schelling , Strategy of Conflict , pp. 190—91.
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I either succee ds or fails entire ly , but as a succession

of trip w ires that , as they are tripped , Incrementa lly

I Increase the probability of escalation.711

I 
Inducing an element of shared risk Is closely

related to automatism . True automatism would result If

I the engagement of American troops in Europe were

mechanically or administratively tied to AmerI’~an

I nuclear commitment to NATO . That is not the case , since

I no explicit American statements have been made to that

effect . Ambiguity has been introduced into the situa—

I tion by the mutual recognition that if American troops

are engaged in Europe , some level of American involve-

I ment becomes inevitable , and the risk of nuclear

I 
escalation becomes greater.

The critical feature of the analogy , it should
be emphasized , is that whether or not the trip

I wire detonates general war is——at least to some
extent——~~ztside our control , and the Russiansknow it.’~I Various means are available for regulating the

711Forward basing of the Independently controlled
French Pluton in Germany adds an element of shared risk
with which NATO itself may be uncomfortable. There are
now two Atlantic Commun ity nuclear thresholds in Europe,
and the one that will trigger escalat ion will , of course ,
be the lower of the two. See Jacques Isnard , “Pluton ’s
Ambiguous Virtues ,” Manchester GuardIan 2 (August 1975):
11.

75Schelling , Strategy of Conflict , p. 192.

I
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degree to which the situation is “outside our control.”

Among them are:

Innovat ions, breaches of limits , mani-
festations of “irresponsibility,” challenging
and assertive acts , adoption of’ a menacing
strategic posture , adoption of headstrong
allies and collaborators , spoofing and
harassing tactics , Introduc ti on of new
weapons, enlargement of troop ~9mm itments
or the area of conflict. . . .

Schelling provides the most telling critique

of his own strategy when he notes that the only

effective way to implement the strategy of mutual risk

Is to do so in such a way that only the withdrawal of

I the adversary can reduce the tension . “Otherwise it

may turn out to be a contest of nerves.”77

Examination of one particular facet of the

I Cuban missile crisis Is germane to the above discussion.

It involves the attempt by Khrushchev to create

I ambiguity by not making explicit who controlled the

I Cuban missiles. The results are illuminating and may

define the limits beyond which ambiguity creates an

I intolerable level of shared risk.

Horelick and Rush hypothesize two possible

I rationales behind the emplacement of nuclear missiles in

I Cuba. The first , as a deterrent against another , more

determined American attack on Cuba , would be maximized

I 76 Ibid. , pp. 193~914 . 77Ibid., p. 1914.

I
I
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if Castro had control of the missiles. Additionally , if

they were ever fired in that capacity, there would be

reduced risk of the Soviet Union ’s being plunged into

I 
war with the United States. Castro had a reputation in

the United States for impulsive , Irresponsible behavior,

I and in the spirit of rationality of the irrational ,

such a personality with his finger on the button would

I be a potent deterrent .

I 
On the other hand , if the Soviets wished to

bring Cuban—based missiles to bear in support of Soviet

I interests, e.g., Berlin , then the Soviet Union had to

have control of the missiles. Khrushchev made no

I effort to resolve the ambiguity, either wishing to have

the best of both worlds or remaining unaware of the

~ effect the ambiguity would have on American decision

I makers.

On 22 October , Kennedy unilaterally resolved the

I ambiguity:

-

• 

It 8hall be the policy of this nation to regardI any nuclear missile launched from Cuba against
any nation in the Western Hemisphere as an

• attack by the Soviet Union on the United States

I requiring a f~~l retaliatory response upon theSoviet Union. t °

Despite the advantages to be gained from

~
8New York Times, 23 October 1962, cited byI Horelick and Rush, p. 132.

I
I
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ambiguity of political control over the missiles ,

Khrushchev then immediately resolved the ambiguity from

I his side. William E. Knox , Vice—President of Westing—

I house Electric , who was in Moscow at the time , came

away from his 211 October meeting with Khrushchev with

I the following report :

the Cubans were very volatile people , Mr.

I Khrushchev said , and all of the sophistIcated
hardware furnished for their defense was
entirely under the control of Soviet officers;

I it would be used only in the event that Cuba
was attacked , and it would never be fired
except on his orders as ~~mmander in Chief of
all of the Soviet tJnion.~~

Three days after the meeting wIth Knox ,

I Khrushchev sent a confirming letter to Kennedy , employ—

ing the classic means of redundancy in order to

I I guarantee clarity:

The weapons in Cuba that you have mentioned

I and which you say alarm you .are in the hands
of Soviet officers. . . . Therefore, any
accidental use of them whatsoever to the 80I detriment of’ the United States is excluded .

Of theoretical importance , both sides quickly

I responded with behavior that tended to reduce the level

I - - 
of ambiguity. Temporizing action was not available to

Kennedy , since no amount of’ information—seeking

1 79New York Times, 18 November 1962, cIted by
Horelick ai~~ Rus h, p. 133.

I 80Pravda, 28 October 1962, cIted by Horelick
and Rush.
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I behavior, such as reconnaissance flights, could reveal

which country retained political control over the

missiles. On the Russian side , Khrushchev demonstrated

his own into:Lerance for his self—created ambiguity by

reassuring the Fresident through two channels of corn—

munication that the Soviets (presumably the more

- • 
rational, less trigger— happy , less easily provoked , and

more responsible party) had contro l of the missiles.

An indicated hypothesis is that a minimum level

of clarity that must be maintained in a crisis is

explicit Identification of the adversary . Ambiguity

as to Identity of the threat source may lead to

I extremely destabilizing behavior motivated by Intense

psychological pressure to identify the adversary .

Doubt as to the Identity of the adversary thus repre-

11 sents a level of ambiguity for which there is no

demonstrated tolerance in international relations .

1 Additional evidence may be found in the efforts of the

nuclear nations to enforce nonproliferation and their
- 

increasing chagrin at seeing the failure of their

- efforts. Defense planners can look not too far ahead

to the ultimate nightmare when many nations may possess

[1 nuclear weapons and clandestine means of delivery such

u as the dubmerged nuclear submarine. One can conceive

of all sorts of Strangelovian scenarios involving

I

1 .
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I nuclear blackmail by unidentified nations . The sense

of anxiety they project Is not a function of the

I magnitude of tne threat s, but of their amb i guity.

I Determinants of’ Amb~g~~t~y

I The previou s section examined ambiguity as an

independ ent variable, listing the various means by

I which it can be introduced into a situation when it is

I to the source ’s advantage to do so. In contrast , this

section will be concerned with the reasons why

ambiguity is always present to some extent . In the

present context , ambiguity is treated as a dependent

I variable and as a function of certain existing condi—

I The first and most ubiquitous of these cond i-

I tions is the philosophical Impossiblity of the existenc e

of total clarity in any cross—cultural communication .

I Ambiguities occur all the time in agreements that are

I negotiated face to face between national representa—

tives.81 The prospects for ambiguity are enhanced in a

8lFor a discussion of Soviet use of’ ambiguity in
SALT, see Coh n S. Gray , “SALT I Aftermath: Have the

I Soviets Been Cheating?” Air Force Magazine 58 (November
1975): 28—33 . Gray ’s conclusion is that the Soviets do
not recognize any spirit of an international agreement ,

I as do Western negotiators. As a result , the Soviets
feel responsible for acting consistently only within the

J 

letter of the treaty. They gain an advantage over the

II
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I crisis situation when communication is often by

transmitted message or ad hoc Intermediary . Even In

I the presence of good faith , there may be reduced

opportunity for feedback. Requests for clarification

may be regarded as a sign of weakness or a search for

I accommodation.

There is a certain minimum level of ambiguity

I in every agreement because , “There is some threshold

below which the commitment is just not operable , and

even tha t t hreshol d itself Is usually unclear . ” We are

I unlikely to start a war If a drunken East German

• soldier walks across the border or traffic on the

• I Autobahn is blocked because of a legitimate breakdown

• of an East German vehicle.82 The Implicit definition

j of the threshold is of course tied to the spirit of the

I agreement. Because of cultural differences , linguistic

misinterpretation at the first level of seman ti c

I ambiguity , or claims that the situation has changed ,

there will occur In all good faith , even between

United States by refusing to agree to any but ambiguous

I language in those sections of the treaty in which they
do not wish to limit themselves unduly. The United
States, by attaching “Unilateral Statements” to the
treaty , holds itself to more stringent criteria than do
the Soviets. For a related discussion , see also Paul H.
Nitze , “Soviet ’s Negotiating Style Assayed ,” Aviation

• Week and Space Technology 102 (17 February 1975): 1
~0—43,• and (24 February 1975): 63—69 .

- 
82schehhing, Arms and Influence, p. 67.

I
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I friendly nat ions tha t are part y to an agreement ,

certain ambiguities. Between antagonistic nations

I perceiving international negotiations as a zero—sum

I 
game, the potential for ambiguity is increased .

Agreement s and threats are attempts to cope

I with an uncertain future . Historically , high—confidence

prediction about the external environment relevant to

I military p lann ing has proved imposs ible . All four

I major twentieth century wars of the United States were

unanticipated .8~ In the last decade there have been

I several stunning instances of near—term intelligence

fa ilure, notably the 1968 Tet offensive , the 1973

I Arab—Israeli War, and the Arab oil embargo . If one

I 
cannot foresee major events occurring In limited

contexts upon which one is already focusing intensively,

I one should hold little hope for prognosticating broad

future developments that will affect nuclear deterrence ,

I alliance relationships , or weapons developments. The

I 
demonstrated impossibility of anticipating, much less

planning for, uncertain future events , provides a great

I measure of justification for France ’s distrust of

I 
8
~K1aus Knorr and Oskar Morgenstern , PoliticalConjecture in Military P1annin~ (Princeton: Princeton

University, Center of international Studies , Woodrow
Wilson Schoci of Public and International Affairs,I Policy Memorandum No. 35, November 1968), pp. 10—11.

I
I
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I 

nonsituational alliance commitments.

• . . change in conditions of Interest to mill—

I 

tary planning may be not only slow and steady ,
but at times also vast , sudden , and thus
abruptly upsetting to the external environment
of many states. That is to say , the future

I must not only be expected to be full of sur-
prises , it must also be expected to fe~~uresudden surprises of great consequence.

t I Knorr and Morgenstern posit two approaches in

I 
defining a military policy to cope with an uncertain

future : (1) assume that the future politico—military

I environment will be essentially the same as the present

environment ; or (2) implement worst—case planning ,

I wh ich focuses more on projected capabi lit ies than

demonstrated intention .8~ In either event , uncer tainty

I about the future will guarantee a certain measure of

I ambivalence In state pol icy,  and this ambivalence will

be manifested In a certain degree of background

ambiguity that will always be present .

Ambiguity In a threat often reflects true

ambiguity or ambivalenc e in the mind of the source as

I to what behavior he wishes to deter. David A. Baldwin

gives the example of the dilemma facing college admin—

‘ I istrators in the l960s when asked by potential pro-

testers for a precise definition of what would be

p. 15.

I 8
~Ib1d., pp. 17—18.

I
I
a 
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I considered unacceptable protest.

On the one hand , one cannot deter unacceptable

I forms of protest unless one gives would—be
protesters at least a vague idea as to the
nature of unacceptable protest. On the other

I han d , a precise definition of unacceptable
protest would also clarify loopholes. Since
the administrators were unable to anticipate
all the ideas that might occur to the pro—

I testers——a group that had shown fantastic
imagination—-they were reluctant to give a
precise definition of unacceptable protest

I in advance. Many administrations thus confined
their demands to forbidding “disruptive behav-
ior,” “interference with the orderly processes
of th e co llege,” ~r “infringement of the spIritI of free inquiry .”°6

In Schelling ’s view , generators of uncertainty

I are omn ipresent in a deterrence situat ion: “The

I essence of the crisis is its unpredictabIhity .”8~
ImplIc it in SchellIn g’s point of view is that no nation

I will knowingly take a step that it believes will

irreversibly bring about nuclear war . In any sense of

I the term, it would be irrationai to bring about such a

I war in defense of any national Interest , since that

interest (and many others) would be compromised In th€

I conduct of the war. However, it is not Irrational for

• nations to engage in risky behavior in order to incur

I a bargaining advantage; such is the stuff of inter-

national bargaining behavior.

86Baldwin , p. 76.
8
~Scheh1ing, Arms and Influence, p. 97.

I
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I While managing the risk of nuclear war can be

deemed rational In some sense , one must still recognize

I the everpresent uncertainties in such a strategy . These

I 
uncertainties are present In large part because any

strategy of deterrence involving management of risk

must act simultaneously so as to maximize two incom—

patible goals.

I Conditions of crisis are apt to produce a
combination of pressures to engage in clear—
cut demonstrations of resolve and to under—

I take risky actions for bargaining purposes
on the one hand , and to act prudentially in
response to perceived increases In the danger

I of destructive outcomes on the other hand .
Conditions of crisis are apt to stimu-

lat e, at one and the same time, incent ives

I to emp loy organ ized coerc ion for barga in ing
purposes as wel l as incent ives to prevent
coerc ion ~~om taking the form of overtviolence. °

The resulting schizophrenia inherent in a

I nuclear deterrent policy tends to produce bargaining

patterns which are unpredictable and subject to

I “erratic oscillations .”8~ Academic strategists some—

I 
times lose sight of the fact that deterrence , while a

powerful and pervasive force in International relations ,

I Is not an end in Itself, but a tool of policy makers.

The character of deterrence will thus reflect the

I nature of the goals it is to maximize . Nuclear threats

I 88Young, p. 177. 8
~Ib1d .

1
I
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I then become a special mode of communication employed to

demonstrate to an adversary the extent of commitment a

I nation has made to the us e of force in defense of

I 
certain more or less defined national interests. Yet

deterrence must communicate commitment to two conflict—

I ing goals: the avoidance of war and the defense of

interests. Under crisis conditions , any given act ion

I is unlikely to further both goals simultaneously ; one

I goal must suffer in order to further the other. Thus ,

the origin of Young ’s “erra tic osc illat ions ” becomes

I clear. The cognitive ambivalence generated by the

requirement to simultaneously maximize two incompatible

I interests results in behavioral and verbal ambiguity

I that must of necessity be associated with the exercise

of a deterrence policy.

~ Effects of Ambiguity : Social Psychology
and Simulation Findings

. 1
References to essentially psychological concepts

I such as fear , anxie ty ,  and stress permeate deterrence

literature . This section represents an attempt to

explore the literature of social psychology and small

I group simulation that may be applicable to the study of

ambiguity In deterrence threats.

I The advantages of simulation are that scientific
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I control is possible and that a design can be constructed

in such a manner as to test the particular variable(s)

I of interest at the moment . Disadvantages are numerous .

I 
Small group simulation is a far removed context from

international relations in that it usually involves

I 
young and inexperienced participant s, can enforce no

conse quences out side the game room, finds it difficult

I to apply stress , and must drastically compress real

I 
world time constraints.90 Nevertheless , one should not

eschew results gained from laboratory or simulation

I research. One may regard these sources as “a flexible

mode of discovery and clarification rather than as a

I mode of rigorous test or validation.”9’ The most

I scientifically correct way of interpreting results from

these sources woul d be to acce pt the ir val idit y (su bject

I of course to the usual critiques of €~ach Individual

experiment) within the context in which they operate,

I and to note that their validity for any other context

‘ 
Is a function of the seriousness of various transfer

problems . One such problem involves the assumption of

reductionism——that nations will act in a similar manner

I 
90Herbert C. Kelman , “Social—Psychological

Approaches to the Study of International Relations ,” in
International Behavior, pp. 595—97.

p. 600.
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to individuals in the experimental situation. In

assum ing re~1uctionism , one must also assume that a

nation exhibits certain anthropomorphic characteristics ,

such as rationality, Irrationality, and emotional

affect.

Because the epistemological and tran sfer

problems associated with simulation have generated a

substantial literature in its own right , it serves

little purpose to become embroiled in the controversy

In this paper . Suffice to say , the findings of this

section should not be treated as conclusions , but as

speculat ive hypotheses within t he context of strat egic

deterren ce. One can real ly say little more than t hat

here are presented some types of behavior and causal

relationships that are possible and on the face of it

are more powerfully demonstrated than if they were

generated by idle speculation or application of

“insight” alone. They do enjoy demonstrated empirical

validity in at least one context.

There are three justifications for examining the

bulk of the social psychology and simulation literature

in this one section. First , many of the designs

fl discussed reference one another. Second , the findings

tend to crosscut the functional categories of the other

II sections of the chapter. Third, it may be useful to

I
1
a 
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I treat the findings as effects of ambiguity, since it

would be questionable to assume that ambiguity has been

I used purposefully by decision makers In an effort to

I 
bring about some of the more subtle and sophisticated

psychological effects on their targets.

Fear Arousal

The first substantive topic concerns the effect

of fear arousal c’i co pliance with the specified demand.

I Singer subscribes to the view that induced fear Is

functional up to a point , but that too much fear—

I induced stress hinders the target’s ability to recognize

I and adequately respond to communication. 92 Similarly,

William Livant notes that :

I . . . the effect of threat—induced fear on
rationality cannot be taken for granted. If’
it shoul d be the case tha t its ef fec t  is to

I impair rationality, deter~~nt threats areopen to serious question .’~

I In the present context , the effect of ambiguity

upon the level of Induced fear is also at issue. The

bulk of theoretical deterrence literature subscribes to

the view that ambiguity detracts from the deterrent

I function of a threat by reducing perceived credibility,

92Singer , “Inter—Nation Influence ,” p . 1129.

93William P. Livant , “On Deterrence ,” Journal of

I Conflict Resolution 5 (September 1961): 3110.

~1
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I I.e., reducing the target ’s fear that  noncom pliance

will result in an intolerable level of violence.

I However, there Is also compelling evidence that beyond

I 
a certain point , ambiguity actually Increases the level

of Induced fear.

I . . . it has been suggested that mutual anxiety
at the International level Is greatest when
each country knows enough about the other to

I recognize that it ha.3 the power to inflict
harm , but does not know enough to be sure of
its ~ptent or of how much power it etually

I has.~~
Level of induced fear affects the coping

I behavior of the target. Since the goal of the source

is the target ’s fulf i l lment  of the deman d , it is to

the source ’s advantage to ensure that the nature of

I 
his threat does not induce irrational or defensive

coping behavior of such intensity that the target Is

I unable to perceive the demand or is unable to fulfill

it. Stress has been defined as the perception that a

I “situation (stimulus) obstructs or threatens to obstruct

I 
a goal that he [the target] is motivated to achieve. ”95

Emotional affect (anxiety, fear , f rus t ra t ion , hos ti l it y ,

and tension) Increases with importance of the threatened

I ~
11Gerald D. Berriman , “Fear Itself: An Anthro-

pologist’s View ,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
November 19611, p. 9.

95Hermann, “Psychological Stress,” p. 381.

I
I 
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goal. As affect increases, coping attem pts , which may

be realistic or defensive , increase. The resulting

I coping behavior manifests itself In attempts to deal

I with the threa t .97

Most fear arousal research confirms the increase

I In coping attempts as affect Is increased . Still

unresolved is whether high affect will Induce functional

I coping behavior (Increased attention to the cominuni—

cated demand and attempts to fulfill it) or dysfunction-

al defensive behavior . Both classes of behavior ,

though opposite in effect , are exam p les of coping

behav ior , since they are attempts to deal with the

I threat.

I As the result of experiment s concerned with the

effectiveness of fear arousing communications in

I motivating children to brush their teeth, Jan is and

Feshbach foun d t hat compliance with the commun icated

I recommendations was most likely when (1) low strength

I 
of anxiety was aroused ; (2) when there was evidence

that complying with the recommendation would negate the

threat; and (3) when the communication contained
- 

reassuring recommendations which were perceived as a

I successful means of averting the threat. When these

~ 
~
6Ibid., p. 382. 97IbId., p. 392.

I’
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cond itions were not met , the exper imenters foun d that

communications were met with interfering behavior such

I as inattent iveness , perc eptual distortion , and defens ive

I 
efforts to deny or minimize the threat .~

8 A later

experiment , involv ing the exposure of test  subjects to

I fear arousing and nonfear arousing appeals to stop

smoking, uncovered similar results.

I DurIng the period of exposure to the communi—
cat ion , there were more man ifestat ions of
resistance in the High Threat group than in
the Low Threat group . The main criterion
for assessing resistanc e was the number of
explicit rejection sta~~ments [such as , “I

I don ’t believe that .”].

Hovland , Janis , and Kelley found that defensive

avoidance is most likely to occur when emotional

I tension is strongly aroused by a communication , when

reassurances offered by the c ommunicator and those

I spontaneously tried out by the target fall to reduce

emotional tension to a tolerable level , and when signs

I of the threat are ambiguous or can be easily

I ~
8irving L. Janis and Seymour Feshbach , “Per—

sc~nality Differences Assoc iated with Responsiveness toFear—Arousing Communications,” Journal of Personality

I 23 (December 195~4): 162. The ~~eatest degree of con-formity to communicated recommendations was produced by
minimal threat appeal. As fear arousing material
increased , compliance tended to decrease.

99Irvlng L. Janis and Robert E. Terwilliger ,

I 
“An Experimental Study of Psychological Resistances to
Fear Arousing Communications ,” Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology 65 (December 1962): 1110.

-- I ~~~~~~~ —~~~‘ -
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100ignored . The above designs have yielded findings

that support a curvilinear relationship between level

I of fear arousa l and persua sive effect iveness of the

I commu n ica tion , as Illustrated in Figure 1.101

The relationship between the degree of fear
aroused by a threat appeal and the degree to

I whi ch the commun icator ’s re commendat ions
el ici t sus ta ined acceptan ce Is genera lly
curvilinear : as the level of fear is

I increased , mot ivat ion to acc ept reassur ing
recommendations about ways to cope with the
danger will be increased ; but as the level

I of fear mounts higher and higher , res istanc es
are mobilized that ~~n interfere with long—run effectiveness)-

I Block ing effect s of defens ive behav ior cause the curve

to fall off to the right of Point A in Figure 1.

I Results  incons istent with the  curv ilinear

I hypothesis have been obtained in another research

project. Results from an experiment In which high,

I med ium , an d low fear arousal was emp loye d in conjunct ion

I 
with an appeal to college students to get a tetanus shot

100Carl I. Hoviand , Irving L. Janis , and Harol d

I H. Kelley, Communication and Persuasion (New Haven :
Yale University Press, 1953), p. 89 .

I 
101Figure 1 adapted from Kenneth L. Higbee,

“Fifteen Years of Fear Arousal : Research on Threat
Appeals: 1953—1968,” P~ychological Bulletin 72 (Decem-ber 1969): 11110. —

I 102IrvIng L. Janis and M. Brewster Smith ,
“Effects of Education and Persuasion on National and

I International Images,” in Internatlons i Behavior, ed.
H. C. Kelman, pp. 227—28.

I
I
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Fear Arousal

~ I
Fig. 1. Persuasive effectiveness as a function

• of fear arousal (curvilinear relationship).
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indicate  that  persuasive effect iveness of recommenda-

tions tended to continually increase under conditions

I of high fear arousal)°3 Figure 2 illustrates the

I 
resultant relationship.

The experimenters attributed the difference

I between t heir f indings and those of Jan is and Feshbach

to the differences in perceived effectiveness of the

I recommended actions in the two experiments. Tetanus

I 
shots always protect the target from tetanus, while

brushing one’s teeth can probably never be 100 percent

I effective in preventing tooth decay .

The Leventhal experiment also controlled for

• I spec if icIty of recommendat ion , which was found to be

important in alleviating an induced high fear state.

Specificity of recommendation was operationalized by

informing test subjects how , when , and where to get a

tetanus shot.

Keeping in mind the eplstemological problems
-

- I 
involved in transferring between contexts , one can

then speculate as to the ~IgnIf1cance of the above

1 findings in a strategic context . Whether Figure 1 or

Figure 2 is a~’cepted has great bearing on the con—

• I struction of Ideal deterrent threats. It may be that

I 103Leventhal et al., p. 27.

- I -
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Fig. 2. Persuasive effectiveness as a function

I of fear arousal (linear relationship).
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the curv il inear relat ionshi p of Figure 1 predomIna tes

when the demand Is neither explicitly defined nor

understood by the target. Under conditions of high

specificity of recommendation (analogous to explicitly

I stated demand), a relationship such as depicted in

i Figure 3 may hold .

Po int A corresponds to the point in Figure 1

I at which defensive mechanisms “take over ” and cause a

rapid decline in persuasive effectiveness. Figure 3
I hypothesizes that up to Point A the relationship

I between fear arousal and persuasive effectiveness

remains essentially the same, Independent of specificity

I of demand . However, past Point A , the specific defini-

tion of the action that the target must take In order

I to avert punishment acts as a barrier against dys-

i functional behavior . Thus in the Leventhal experiment ,

subjects exposed to a high level of fear arousing

t I communication (graphic pictures of advanced states of

tetanus) who received a specific plan of action

I reported “significantly less nausea” than control

subjects receiving only a vague instruction to get a

tetanus shot. The experimenters interpreted the result

I to mean that “the specific information eliminated

various Inward—turnIng inhibitory features of the fear

I
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Fig. 3. Persuasive effectiveness as a funct ion

I of fear arousal (explicit  demand).
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i state .~~1011 We might ex pect tha t Figure 1 would then be

valid in the presence of an ambiguously defined demand

I in a deterrent threat .

I 
It is extremely difficult to establish

empirically the relationship between degree of ambiguity

I and degree of fear arousal. It is a topic that remains

for the most part unexamined in social psychology

I literature. Figures 11 and 5 represent one approach to

I 
the problem of establishing the link between ambiguity,

fear arousal, and compliance with deterrence threats.

I Point A , Figure 11, represents the level of

sanction ambiguity associated with the deterrenc e of

I nuclear attack on the United States by the Soviet

Union . Notice that while ambiguity at Point A 15 low,

it is not zero, which under the postulated conditions

I would result in abnormally hIgh fear arousal. The clear

American deterrent in the model does result In a high

I degree of compliance (Point A1).

I 
Point B, Figure 5, represents the extreme

ambiguity inherent in Khrushchev ’s initial coyness as to

I whether he or Castro controlled the missiles emplaced in

Cuba. The model depicts the degree of ambiguity

I dysfunctionally high, resulting In a low degree of

I lOtlIbid., p. 28.

I
I
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~i Graph III

k ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fear Arousal

I Fear Arousal D A  Higher
Ambiguity of Sanction

I Graph II Graph I

I Fig. 11. Target compliance as a function of fear
- arousal and ambiguity of sanction (assuming explicit

demand).
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I Graph VI

I Fear irousal I

~L~iiI1~J I

• Fear Arousal Hi her B

I Ambiguity of Sanction
Graph V Graph IV

Fig. 5. Target compliance as a function of fear
arousal and ambiguity of sanction (assuming ambiguous

I demand).
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compliance. The curvilinear relationship of Graph VI

assumes a vaguely defined demand , and t his Is cons isten t

I with the example. Khrushchev was attempting to deter

unstated action by the United States against Cuba by

I allowing Kennedy to believe Castro might have control

I of the missiles ; at the same time , he was attempting

to deter the United States from interference with the

I pursuIt of unstated Soviet objectives elsewhere by

allowing the contradictory perception that the missiles

I were controlled by Russian personnel. Consistent with

I the f indings of Jan is and Feshbach, Kenne dy then wa s

forced to operat e on the right side of Gra ph VI , in the

I area of irrational defensive behavior. Kennedy, in

order to relieve the ambigu it y ,  committed the United
• 
I States to a policy of automatism by equating any use of

I the Cuban missiles to an attack by Russia on the United

States. Thus, if Castro had in fact been in control of

I the missiles and fired them for whatever reason (the

United States did assume his irrationality and unpre-

dictable temperament), then the United States , had

I Kennedy made good on his threat, would have plunged

Into World War III. A plausible alternative , had

~~, I Khrushchev himself not acted quickly to resolve the

ambiguity, would have been a preemptive American strike

I to neutralize the Cuban missiles. Again, this action

1
1
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I would have been highly destabilizIng and would have

greatly Increased the risk of nuclear war.

I In a sense , the situation can be reversed . Let

I 
Po int D, Graph I, represent the point at which Kennedy

was operating on the ambiguity scale when he unilateral—

I ly resolved the ambiguity in a risky manner. The model

still predicts the outcome in accordance with what

I actually happened . If Kennedy ’s unilateral statement

I 
is itself interpreted as a deterrent threat with the

demand defined very explicitly as the nonuse of Cuban—

I based nuclear missiles, then the explicit statement of

the demand acts as a barrier agaInst defensive behavior

on the part of the target , the Soviet Unicin. In fact ,

I 
Kennedy ’s deterrence attempt was met with the most

functional of all possible responses from Khrushchev ,

I the resolution of the existing destabilizing ambiguity.

Point C, Gra ph IV , represents the comm itment of

I Amer ican nuclear power In the defense of Wes tern

I Europe. It is somewhat more ambiguous than the com-

mitment to defen d the cont inental  Un ited Sta tes wit h

• nuclear weapons , since available policy options range

from a completely conventional response , through

I tactical nuclear options , to full massive retaliation .

Thus , Point C1 on Graph VI is relatively high , bu t st ill

below Point A1 on Graph III.

f I
1. —
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I Now that a measure of crude empirical validity

of the model depicted in Figures 11 and 5 has been

I demonstrated , it is necessary to state some caveats

I 
concerning its application . First , the model is

intended solely as a heuristic device for demonstrating

I the form in which the link between ambiguity, fear

arousa l, and complianc e may be analyzed . No attempt

I has been made to quantitatively define point s on the

I 
graph s .

Second , the model assumes the two—party/one—

I Issue model of deterrence. The model makes no statement

about the effect of ambiguity on subsidiary motives or

I the effect of those motives upon ambiguity. Evidence

I 
from case study material indicates that the operation

of deterrence within a real world context full of

ecological variables tends to push degree of ambiguity

in Graphs I and IV toward the center from either of the

I extreme positions represented by Po ints B an d D , thus

making deterrence somewhat less effective , though less

I extreme and possibly safer.

I One additional major caveat Is in order.

Inasmuch as the model builds upon a foundation supplied

I by the cited social psychology research , it is important

to note that the cited designs were not dealing with

I threats at all , but with warnings . Incidence of lung

— - - -— — --— -=—•~~~— —---~• -j— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - • -— ~~~
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I cancer , tooth decay , or tetanu s was to ta l ly  uncontrol la-

ble by the experimenters , who acted purely in th e

I capac ity of commun icators of an ex ist ing natural

I threat . Strat egic deterrence obviously is concerned

with threat situations in which the communicator also

I controls the means of imp lement ing the sanct icn .  To

what extent that realization affects the model is

I unknown . It does point out t he desperate need for

I empirical research on the link between ambiguity, fear

arousal , and compliance with threats.

Intolerance of Ambiguity

I According to Schelling , the del iberat e creat ion

of risk t hrough uncerta inty may be of value to the

I source.

Brinkmanship is thus the deliberate creation of
a recognizable risk of war, a risk tha t one does
not completely control. It is the tactic of
deliberately letting the situation get somewhat

I out of hand , just because its being out of hand
may be intolerable ~o the other party and force
his accommodation. lu5

I Successful employment of Schelling ’s tactic is

dependent upon two assumptions . The first is that the

degree of created ambiguity will be less tolerable to

I the target than to the source. The second is that

coping behavior resulting from Intolerance of ambiguity

I 105Schelling , Strategy of Conflict, p. 200.
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I will be rational , rather than defensive In nature .

In Schelling ’s scheme , any risk in the system

I is shared . Therefore, if the strategy is to have the

desired effect , t here mus t be some means of expla in ing

I why the effect of shared risk is greater on the target

than on the source. The answer may lie in the demon-

strated positive relationship between psychological

I stress and intolerance of ambiguity. In a laboratory

experiment designed to demonstrate this relationship ,

~~. I subjects were shown a series of pictures , each more

I i complete than the preceding one. Subjects were put

under pressure to identify the final picture as early

~ I 
as possible . Results obtained showed that “anxious

Individuals tend to resolve ambiguous or unstable

~~~. I situations through premature structuring and closure .t~
06

~ I 
In the international context , stress is Induced by the

presence of the threat itself. A second source of

I Imbalance aiding the source is the cognitive predis-

position of the target. Moffitt and Stagner demon—

I strated experimentally that :

Threat—induced anxiety modifies the perceptual
process by enhancing constancy. Previously

~ I 
106Charles D. Smock, “The Influence of Psy-

chological Stress on the ‘Intolerance of Ambiguity, ’”• Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 50 (March

I 1955): 181.

I
I
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I established precepts . . . are adhered to more
tenaciously under threatening instructions)-07

I This imbalance of stress must be ma inta ined If the

source is to benefit from a policy of shared risk.

I Knowledge of an adversary ’s predisposition may thus aid

the source ’s policy makers in making a decision as to

I when to employ a strategy of shared risk. If the

I target ’ s cognitive predisposition is of such a nature

that premature c losure will a id t he source , then it may

I be useful to employ ambiguity in creat Lng stress. The

Soviets used such a strategy In creating the bomber and

I missile gaps. Western policy makers were predisposed

I to link capabilities and intentions . Through a combi—

nation of ambiguity and deception , the Soviets were

able to create a false impression as to the extent of

their atomic capabilities during the 1950s and early

I l960s. The perceived Soviet capability was translat ed

• I int o strategic Intent , and as a result , t he Sov iets

were able to enforce a strategically defensive posture

- • I upon the Western powers while the Soviets gained tIme In

which to actually construct the capability already

107J. Weldon Moffitt and Ross Stagner , “Per—
ceptual Rigidity and Closure as Functions of Anxiety ,”
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psycholqgy 52 (May 1956):
355; also Sidney Pally, “Cognitive Rigidity as a Func—
tion of Threat ,” Journal of Personality 23 (December

j  I 19511): 3116~55.

- - - - - . - - . - - . - . - 
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I Imputed to them .

Evidence concerning Schelling ’s second implicit

I assumption is ina dequate to draw any but the mos t

I 
general conclusions . If one grants that intolerance

of ambiguity will generate coping behavior designed to

I reduce or eliminate the ambiguity, it is still a

difficult task to forecast whether the coping behavior

I employed by a target in a given situation will benefit

I 
or harm the source ’s efforts. This is so because coping

• behavior can take on many forms . Simu lat ion ev idence

indicates that “exploratory acts designed to clarify

the circumstances” increase in frequency in the face

1 of ambiguity. 108 Fact—finding missions and aerial

4 reconnaissance are examples of this type of response.

On the face of it, informat ion gathering actions would

• 
I 

seem to be a functional and unprovocative course of

action . But this is not always so. When a U—2 was

I shot down over Cuba during the missile crisis , the

Executive Committee “felt nuclear war to be closer on

I that day than at any time in the nuclear age.”109

1 Information gathering Is clearly not without its own

risks. Indeed , In the face of intolerable ambiguity,

lO8Hermann , Crises In Foreign Policy, p. 110.

I ~
09Theodore C. Sorensen , Kennedy (New York:

Harper & Row , 1965), p. 7111.

I
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I the target may be more willing than usual to resort to

risky means of information gathering .

I Kenne dy,  in resolving the ambigui ty  as to

whether Castro or Khrushchev controlled the Cuban-based

I mi ssiles , resorted to a strategy of extreme clarity.

I Both extremes of the continuum can be destabilizing and

dangerous. The two most direct means of resolving

I ambiguity are capitulation (Cuba 1962, Suez 1956) and

str ik ing the source (P earl Har bor) .

I Any pur poseful employment of a s trategy of

I ambigui ty must depen d upon the psyc hological stat e of

the target . Research has demonstrated that Intolerance

I to ambiguity will result in cognitive rigidity, pre-

mature closure , and behavior designed to alleviate the

I ambiguity, but it Is still impossible to determine

I under what conditions each type of behavior is likely

to occur. Coping behavior may either aid or hinder

~ I 
fulfillment of the demand . Thus , conscious employment

of Schelling ’s strategy of shared risk, dependent as it

I is upon inadequately understood coping behavior , is as

risky for the source as for the target.

I 
Prisoner ’s Dilemma

Game theory research on the effects of threat

has centered around different variants of the classic
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Prisoner ’s Dilemma Game (PDG),110 which gets Its name

from the following scenario:

I Two suspects are taken into custody and separated.
The district attorney is certain they are guilty
of a specific crime, bu t he does not have ade-
quate evidence to convict them at a trial. He
points out to each prisoner that each has two
alternatives: to confess to the crime the
police are sure they have done or not to confess.
If th ey both do not confess then the di str ict
attorney states tha t he will book them on some
very minor trumped-up charge - . . if they both
confess , they will be prosecuted , but he will

• recommend less than the most severe sentence;
but if one confesses and the other does not ,
then the confessor will receive lenient treat-
ment for t urn ing sta te ’s ev idence whereas ~he
latt er will get the “book” slapped at him .lll

In abstract form , t he opt ions open to Players

I and II are illustrated in Figure 6.112 Player I may

choose between Rows X and Y; Player II chooses between

Columns A and B. The symbolic monetary reward that

results from each choice is expressed by the matrix .

• 
~~
0The following section is concerned with only

one small part of the vast literature generated by the
growing discipline of game theory . For a readable
Introduction to game theory that emphasizes its appli-
cability to real world situations, see Anatol Rapoport ,
P~ghts, Games, and Debates (Ann Arbor: University of

H Michigan Press , 1960) .

D. Luce and H. Raiffa, Games and Deci—
J sions: Introduction and Crit ical  Survey , p. 95, cIted

by Deutsch , The Resolution of Conflict , pp. 179— 80.

J ~~
2Figure 6 and theoretical discussion of the

PDG are adapted from Deutsch , The Resolution of Conflict,
pp. 189—9 1. Exac t figures in the payoff matrix vary

I from aut hor to author , but the basic relationships
between cells is constant .

I
I
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i For instance , if Player I chooses Row X and Player II

chooses Column A , then the AX cell expresses a payoff

I of $9.00 to each player. The first number of each

matrix is Player I’s payoff and the second number

I Player II’s..

I 
A B

I X +9, +9 —l0,+lO
U Y +10,—b — 9 , —9

Fig. 6. Prisoner ’s Dilemma Game payoff matrix
(typical).

I The mathematical formulation of the game retains

the “dilemma” Inherent in the narrative description.

I Player I can maximize his potential gain and minimize

I 
his potential loss by always choosing Row Y. Similarly,

the selection of Column B would appear to be the

I optimum choice for Player II In the absenc e of Informa-

tion as to what Player I’s choIce has been . Notice ,

I however, that if each player chooses his optimum

course of action, they will always end up in the BY

cell with payoffs of ( —9, —9). If the players were

I somehow capable of communicating an intent to cooperate,

then they could agree to arrive In cell AX , which

I affords the best mutual payoff function for both

I
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players. The X and A options for each player are

risky,  as they correspond to not confess ing, thereby

I leaving themselves open to possible double—cross by

-- the other player. From a player ’s point of view , the

• object of the PDG is to establish mutual trust with the

other player that is the necessary precondition of a

cooperative strategy . In the absence of communication

and trust , the nature of’ the game stacks the deck on

the side of distrust and suspicion. By carefully

controlling and modify ing var ious aspects of the game ,

1! especially modes of threat and communication , various

experimenters have effectively used the game as an

analog for international relations. Some of the experi-

mental procedures and findings are of interest to the

present discussion.

I A two—player trucking game has been devised as

a means of’ providing a flexible experimental game in

which the PDG may be operationalized . In the game,

— each player is in charge of a trucking company , either

Acme or Bolt. The players on each experimental run are

I to maximize their profits by taking their trucks In the

minimum amount of time from their respective “Start” to

I “Destination .” Two routes are available , as depicted

I in Figure 7. There is no conflict between Acme and

Bolt trucks on each player’8 alternate route , but It is

I

~ I
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I of such length that a player will lose money If he takes

this route. To make a profit , a player must use the

I common stretch of one lane road . Since there is only

room for one truck at a time on the one lane road , It

I becomes apparent that if’ both players are to make a

profit , a cooperative strategy must be devised. In the

original Acme—Bolt experiment ,113 verbal commu nicat ion

I’ between players was not allowed . Each player controlled

a gate at one end of the one lane road that he could

I open at any time but could only close while his truck

was on the common stretch of road . The gates were
1 

conceptualized as threats by the experimenters. Results

of the original Acme—Bolt experiment were as follows :

• r each player fared the poorest (incurred the greatest
• losses) In a bilateral threat condition (each player

had control of a gate). In a unilateral threat condi—
I. 

tion (only one player had a gate), the player with the

I gate fared better than the one without a gate. However,

both players made the greatest profit under conditions

I of no threat availability (neither player had a gate).l~~

J ~~
3Morton Deutsch and Robert M. Krauss, “The

Effect of Threat Upon Interpersonal Bargaining,” Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychobo~y~ 61 (September 1960):I 181—89.

• Summed payoffs (Acme+Bolt) for conditions of
no threat, unilateral threat and bilateral threatI D: Kr U S s p . ’ and -875.12. See •
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I
I
I
II ]~~

.‘
Acme I / ( -.~ / 1 Acme

i Start r—~~ k 
%..~~~~~ ) ,  
(
#
~1DeStIflatior3

Acme’s Alternate ( /
I 

Route

Gate Controlled by 
~ 

Gate Controlled

I Acme )—IJ by Bolt( U One—lane road

_ _ _ _ _  I _ _ _ _ _

• [ Bolt f-_~ Bolt( P~8t1natton ~... ~~ Bolt’s Alternate Route Start
\ I\

I \ / —— I
%..._ _.

~~~

Fig. 7. PrIsoner’s Dilemma operatlonallzed : the
Acme-Bolt trucking game.

I Source:

Deutsch and Krauss, p. 219.

I
I

II
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I The experimenters ’ conclusions were that when a means of

threat is available , it will be used , and that the

I existence of threat tend s to hinder cooperative

I 
behavior.

The most telling criticism of the original

I Deutsch and Krauss experiment is that threat was

operationalized in a faulty manner . Harold Kelley
• 

I defines threats as “means of Influence [tha t] explicit ly

I or implicitly contain the idea that injury will be

Infl icted unless the threatened person modi f ies his

I behavior In some manner Indicated .”115 The emp loyment

-- 
of gates as threats is therefore faulty because in the

absence of supporting communication , the gate cannot be

employed to express a demand without simultaneously

evoking the sanction. Kelbey notes that the gates can

serve purposes such as punishment itself , gaining

revenge, or tricking the other player . The gate can

also serve as a communications device In signalling

whose turn it is to use the shorter path and as an

enforcer of a particular alternation pattern . Addi—

I tional].y, conceptualizing the absence of gates as a “no

threat” condition can be attacked on the basis that the

1 11 Harold H. Kelley , “Experimental Studies of
Threats in Interpersonal Negotiations,” Journal ofI Conflict Resolution 9 (March 1965): 79.

I
I
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I t ruc k itself can be used to threa ten , though not without

Incurring costs to the source.~~~
6

I A later critique of the use of gates as threats

was expressed as fo llows:

I . . . in addition to their possible use to
convey the intention of inflicting harm or

I evil , they [gates] may be used actually to
harm , mislead , or take advantage of the
other players . . . . It may be possible , -

I 
therefore, to account for the Deutsch and
Krauss resul ts in terms of the gates act ing
as sources of interpersonal Interference and
harm rather ~~an in terms of their functionsI as threats.’

Shomer, Davis , and Kelley devised a modified

I trucking game which provides a means by which the threat

I 
and Its execut ion can be separated , thereby sidestepping

the conceptual difficulties of the original trucking

I game . In contrast to the findings of the original

experiment , results of the new game Indicate that under

I certain conditions It may be advantageous for players

to possess a means of communicating threats.

~ At the minimum , the ability to communicate
threats provides an alternative means of

‘ 
expression that lies between the passive
acceptance on the one hand and outright
hostile action on the other. At best , the

~: I ll6lbid p. 81.
117Robert W. Shomer , Alice H. Davis, and Harold

H. Kelley , “Threats and the Development of Coordination :
Further Studies of’ the Deutsch and Krauss Trucking Game,”
Journal of’ Personality and Social Psychology 4 (August
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I threat means may develop into a shared communi-
cations channel heeded by both participants .]~l8

i Empirical evidence that threats may function as

communications devices is significant for the present

I Inquiry into the effects of ambiguity . It must be

noted , however , that in addition to the usual transfer

I problems associated with labo~atory experiment , there

I is an additional caveat in the Shomer experiment that

inspires caution. The Shomer experiment allowed for

I only two possible means of communication-—threat and

~ punishment . This admittedly was a vast improvement

I over the Deutsch and Krauss experiment in which there

I was only one means of communication—-punishment .

However , both procedures fall short of the real world

I situation in which there are usually multiple means of

communication , most of which do not necessarily imply

~ I threat or punishment .

- I Geiwitz emphasized the communications potential

• of threats in a variation of the trucking game by

instructing test subjects that a threat need not be

followed by a penalty. By using ambiguous threatening

I messages (e.g., “I am considering a penalty ”) subjects

I were able to communicate with one another , coordinate

behavior , increase cooperation , and produce more

p. 126.

I
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mutually favorable outcomes than in the Deutsch and

Krau~ s experiment in which the communication of a threat

I was synonymous with its f’ulfillment)19

I
A 1970 PDG confirmed Geltwitz ’s findings and

went beyond them in demonstrating that whether the

I target perceives a threat as a cooperative signal or as

an expression of’ intent to punish is highly dependent

I upon the source ’s behavior following the communication

of the threat .

If the source behaved accommodatively when in a
position of power , the target followed suit and

I Increased his coo pera tive respons e rate, and
informe d the source of hi s compliant intention
so as not to risk a termination of mutual bene-
fits. If, however , the source behaved expboita—
tively, the target decr eased his com pl iant
responses and tried to d~~~ ive the source , thus
heightening competition .~~~

A PDG in which the experimental groups were

( controlled for certain pers-’nallty variables yielded

the conc lusion that availability of communication

P 1 incr eases t he l ikelihood of cooperation.

the major effect of communication wasI apparently to reduce ambiguity of intentions
• and expectations . With less ambiguity the

players need be less defensive , so that those

I willing to cooperate can readily do so.121

~~
9P. James Geiwitz , “The Effects of Threats on

Prisoner ’s Dilemma ,” Behavioral Science 12 (May 1967):
232—33.

120Schlenker et al., p. 11011.
I 12]Kenn eth W. Terhune , ~‘Mot ives , Situation , and

1

• w ~~~~~~
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The func tion of communL atlon In reduc ing

ambiguity and thus facilitating cooperative behavior

held for all ~ersonality groups , though It operated for

- different reasons on different groups.

I Among the Naches [subjects scoring high on Need
for Achievement] the major impe flment to coopera-

I tion seems to have been the ambiguity of mes-
sages , while the Nepos [subjects scoring high
in Need for Power] seem especially to have

I required a large proportion of coordinative
messages to maintain cooperation . The indica-
tion for Nepos is that they required continual
reinforcement of each other ’s ~n~entions , InI order to maintain cooperation .~~

2
~

For purposes of the present paper , PDG res earc h

I Is of value in establishing the communications function

I of threats. More broadly, realization that threats can

perform functions other than just “threatening ” is the

4- I first step towards creating a framework for the study

of deterrence that takes into account the full range

I of’ functions performed by threats.

I Summary and Discussion

Intuit ion , the classic diplomatic experience ,

and the mainstream of the theoretical literature all

1 support the position that clarity contributes to the

I Interpersonal Confl ict With in Pr isoner ’s Dilemma ,”
Journal of Personal itjr and Social Psychobogy (Monograph

• Supplement ) 8 (March 1968): 21.

• 1221b1d p. 15.

I
—
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deterrent e f fec t ivenes s of a threat and that ambigu ity

detracts from it. The primary means by which clarity

I contributes to deterrence Is through creation of

administr !ltlve automatism , wh ich in turn  tends t o

I transform the character of a given communication from

i threat to warning. This function of clarity is not

disputed by the author; what Is disputed is the notion

I that ambiguity has no positive function and serves only

to detract from deterrence effectiveness and decrease

I the probability that a demand will be fulfilled.

I While it is true that ambiguity is often

regarded as a sign of weakness or back of resolve , It

I is also true that It performs many positive functions.

In at least one theoretically Important situation ,

I i.e., when a conservative Interpretation is expected ,

u ambiguity actually serves to increase the impact of a

given threat. More generally, ambiguity is useful in

preserving options and retaining vital flexibility.

Employment of’ absolute clarity In the form of the

I Austrian ultimatum to Serbia in July 19111 coupled with

the Inflexible European alliance structure and

unchangeable mobilization timetables led to a

catastrophic war that nobody wanted . The lesson for

today ’s sometimes superheated relations between the

I nuclear powers is clear : avenues for flexibility must

I
I
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be explored , and mutual resort to strategies of

automa ti sm employi ng absolu te clar it y must be approached

1 with the greatest of’ caut ion.

I 
The relationship between ambiguity and fear

arousa l, t hough one of the most perva sive phenomena

I associated with ambiguity, is also one of the leas t

understood . In attempting to find a link between

I social psychology research and observable international

I 
relations , the author has found ev id ence that a “U”

shaped relationship exists between ambiguity of sanction

I and fear arousal. In other words, the grea test fear is

aroused under conditions of extreme clarity or extreme

I ambiguity. The more frequently occupied middle range

I 
between the two poles generates a lesser degree of fear

on the part of the target.

I A second necessary , but .elusive , link is that

between degree of fear arousal and target compliance

f with the demand . Evidence supports the view that under

I 
conditions of an ambiguously defined demand , an increase

in level of fear results in increased compliance until

j a certain point is reached at which time irrational

defense mechanisms dominate the target ’s behavior ,

J resulting in a rapid decrease in rate of compliance.

Under conditions of an explicitly defined demand , the

dropoff In compliance does not occur , presumably because

I
h i

—j~~~~~
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the explicit definition of what the target must do to

avoid punishment acts so as to block out more irrational

or dysfunctiona l coping behavior.

The related phenomenon of intolerance of

I ambiguity has often been demonstrated in the laboratory .

I The very existence of a high level of ambiguity has been

shown to foster coping behavior. A major task con—

I fronting researchers who wish to delve further into the

implicat ion s of Intolerance of ambiguity for strategic

4 I affairs Is to determine under what conditions such

I coping behavior will aid or hinder the threat source.

Final ly,  of overriding significance is the fact

I that threats do more than just threaten . If the sole

function of a threat , or more to the point , the sole

effect of a threat , Is just the influencing of the

~ 

target ’s behavior with relation to the particular

crisis at hand , then there would be little use for

ambiguous language. Because it is an inescapab le fact

that ambiguity does occur with regularity in statements

I of threat, one must conclude that deterrence threats

i affect the entire range of interests held by the source.

To the extent that these effects are understood or taken

I Into account , then deterrence threats and their

attendant ambiguity have a multitude of functions. The

I
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) range of these functions will be explored In the case

study that follows.123

I 1233ee Appendix A for comprehensive summary of
findings from this chapter.

F
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